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"Tell th:e truth and_don 't be afraid"

missions proposal sent
ck to advisory committee
ncil decides 'additional criteria' is needed
'

Council on Academic
voted Thursday to return
ldmission
standards
al to the Enrollment
ement Advisory Commr various alterations.
Council decided addhiteria was needed in the
al to allow special-case
who have below an 18
f.Ore to be admitted to the
y.
ink it's important we
e kind floor," President
Joms said. ''On the other
I think we're going to
to have something that
us to have some special

P.JPose<f adinis.&i.on
ds. which the council
ves of, would require
· g students to be in the
er of their high school
d ~ve a minimum .ACT
of 18, or be in the top half
'r class with a minimum
re of 19.
nt admission standards
student to be in the top
f their class and have at
18 on the ACT.
e stipulation that would
ge is students who are
top three-fourths of their
have at least a 22 on
will still be a"Jiit~d~

'

I think we're going
to have to have
something that allows us to
have some special cases~
- President David Jorns
The proposed admission
changes would be placed in
Eastem's catalog.
Tim Shonk, EMAC chair, said
that under the new standards 92
students from last year would
not have automatically been
accepted for admission.
The proposed internal
operation policy, which would
not appear in Eastem's catalog,
would allow students who are
tumed down from "'gUht1"
adlhi'ssions to appeal and apply
for admission by exception.
Applicants for admission by
exception would be primarily
considered on the basis of their
high school achievements.
The proposal also calls for the
formation of an Admissions
Review Committee consisting of
the Director of Admissions and
one faculty member from each
college
to
screen
the
applications for admission by
exception.
The council wants EMAC to
add a section to the internal
operating proposal that would
a.llt>W >the Admissions Review

Committee to admit several
specific st~dents a year without
an ACT of 18 on the basis of
their achievements and potential
as determined by the committee.
Many council members said a
base of 18 on the ACT might
prevent the university from
admitting a handful of students
who could thrive at Eastern.
"Can we say (students with a
ACT below 18) don't have a
right to appeal?" Director of
Admissions Dale Wolf said. "I
don't think it is fair to take away
their right."
"If we didn't have a base of
18, I don't think .it would hU£t
the university," said Dou,glu
Bock, council member.
"I have the belief that there
are people who are not VCT"f
goo<rmffirs," said CXX
member Terry Weidner.
Other council members
expressed concern over not
having a minimal ACT score.
"I
think
the
mean
population's ACT score is 20,"
said Bill Addison, council
member. "We're talking about a
standard that's below the mean."
"We 're also trying to raise our
public profile . If we allow
students with a 17 to be accepted, the perception might be that
we are lowering our standards,"
Shonk said.
The council asked EMAC to
See CAA page 2

Shaded with style
Eastern student Tamecka Sandifer models during the School Days
portion of the Black Student Union Annual Fashion Show Thursday in
the Grand Ballroom in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.

onsors run into one more wall while planning Peacefest
rs of Peacefest have encountered
r setback.
though they were able to raise
for a public address system. they now
untered difficulties in getting a
IDd a tent for the April 14 event.
Lutz, member of People Offering

Women's Equality and Rights, said
POWER and Expanding Awareness and
Responsibility Toward Humanity were
originally going to use a stage an~ tent
obtained through campus scheduling.·
However, "(campus scheduling told ~)
the stage they have cannot be used because
a couple of years ago it was used for
Ptacefest and it rained so the stage got
warped," Lutz said. '"They're not lettiog us

Don t forget to .

$Pring ahead
12
9

L

3

6
Set clocks and watches forward
to 3 a.m. at 2 a.m. Sunday

use it this year. They don'.t want to take
chances."
She said they will still look into
borrowing a stage and a tent from either the
physical plant or the fine arts department.
POWER ~d EARTH have also thought
about using a flat bed trailer as a stage,
Lutz said.
"We don't know who to ask for a flat
bed tt•iler," ~he said. "We're really ·

desperate for a stage and we need a tent to
put over it in case it rains."
Lutz als9 has contacted a campus tent
rental company that sggg~sted a tent,
which would cost $144, to fit over the
possible flat bed trailer.
University Board also has a tent, but UB
officials told EARTH and POWER they
would need to pay six people over-time
See PEACE page 2

RHA endorsements set for April 11
BY DENISE RENFRO
Staff writ.et

what they can do for students, not
on their political party. He said
the endorsements are meant to
The Residence Hall Assoc- help students make an educated
iation Thursday night said they choice when they vote in the April
will be announcing their endor- 17 StudCnt Government election.
"We're hoping to put people in
sements for the Student Senate
election at the April 11 RHA the senate who will do something
for the Student Goventment, and
meeting.
The RHA will be endorsing not just sit there and ride on the
students running for the on-· board," Potrafka said.
The committee will be intcampus and at-large senate seats
and the executive positions.
erviewing candidates early in the
Kris Potrafka, the RHA week to have recommendations
Endorsement Committee chair- ready for the RHA meeting. RHA
man, said the committee is members must then approve the
judging the candidates based on endorsements by a two-thirds

majority vote.
The students wanting an
endorsement from RHA had to
submit an application and letters
of recommendation from an
employee of University Housing
and Dining Service, Potrafka said
"Since RHA is affiliated with
University Housing and Dining
Services, it would only be right
for the candidates to get a
recommendation from this
department," Potrafka said.
In other RHA business:
• RHA is still looking into a
movie channel for the residence
See RHA page 2
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Clinton signs farm bill to lift
government control of farmers

WASHINGTON (AP)
President Clinton quietly and
reluctantly signed historic farm
legislation Thursday that snaps
the decades-old link between crop
prices and government subsidies.
Although the law rightfully
lifts many government controls
on farmers, it "fails to provide an
adequate safety net for family
farmers," the president said from
a White House mourning the
death of Commerce Secretary
Ron Brown.
Clinton opposed the key farm
prov_isions but said growers need
to know what the government has
in mind for them as they· head to

the fields this spring. Agriculture
Secretary Dan. Glickman pledged
the department would do everything in its power to carry out the
law.
The law ends governmentguaranteed prices for corn, other
feed grains, cotton, rice and wheat
- a staple of U.S . farm policy
since the Depression. Instead,
farmers will get guaranteed payments that decline over seven
years and an immediate end to
most planting controls. The payments total $36 billion over seven
years and account for most of the
spending in the $47 billion law.
"'This farm bill is the most his-

Blindfolds lead investigators
to suspect another grave sit

SAHINICI, Bosnia-Herzegovina (AP) - U.N. investigat
Thursday stacked up rows of blindfolds on a muddy hillside,
ful evidence that beneath them lay the ".ictims of an ethnic mas
The dozens of blindfolds, strips of cloth mostly in dark
support survivors' accounts that up to 7,000 men were slau
by the Bosnian Serbs who overran the Muslim enclave of Sreb
last summer.
In Bosnia's first spring thaw in peace after four years of
investigators are spreading out in pursuit of human remaint
other physical evidence to back up such accounts. What they
will be used by the war crimes tribunal in the Netherlands to
cute those responsible.
Other mass grav~s dot Bosnia - Bosnian Serbs have exca
more than 100 bodies near the western town of Mrkonjic Grad ·
Saturday. The Serbs say the victims apparently were kill
Croats.
But Srebrenica appears to be the site of the worst massacre of
war, and the fields around it have come to symbolize the ho
Bosnia's ordeal.
Survivors say that after July's fall of Srebrenica, Bosnian
fighters loaded the men into trucks and brought them to a s
gymnasium near Sahinici, 35 miles southeast of Srebrenica.
At the school, survivors say, the men were ordered to remove
hats and coats, then were blindfolded. They were then taken to
fields and shot. Their bodies were buried in mass graves.
The blindfolds found Thursday are believed to be unused
taken from the school to be disposed of in the fields where the
ies were buried.
The six investigators recovered the blindfolds and cl9thil\&
brush off a hillside road. Digging into one of the fields witli Iii
and spades, they found more clothing and some bones.
They gathered the evidence in plastic wrap. One man
bone photographed some of the remains, and talked into a
recorder to describe them.

toric change in American agriculture since the 1930s," said Sen.•
Richard Lugar, R-Ind., chairman
of the Senate Agriculture
Committee. "Production and supply controls will end, and farmers
will produce for the market for
the first time since the Great
Depression."
The administration opposed the
bill because it gives farmers a
windfall of high paymenti when
skyrocketing market prices mean
traditional subsidies would have
fallen sharply. Afterward, the
guaranteed payments dwindle,
giving growers little protection if
prices collapse.

Texas can riot castrate convicted molester
RUSK. Texas (AP)~ Texas-oflicials can \U:ge a t00- · unteer services or help pay for them if he wants to purvicted child molester to undergo castration bot can't sue this, and we encourage him to."
"I'm glad they are not going to stand in the way,"
make the surgical procedure a requirement for his getting out of prison, the parole board's chairman said said McQuay, who claims to have molested more than
Thursday.
The Texas Board of Pardons and Paroles will make
sure Larry Don McQuay knows he is free to get castrated, board Chainnan Victor Rodriguez said
He added that people have come forward offering to
pay for the procedure and state money would not be

used.
"Money does not seem to be a problem." Rodriguez
said. "We've got people lining up that would either vol-

CAA

from page one - - - - - - make the suggested changes and
return April 25.
"(The 18 ACT base for
admission by u.ception) is not
the major part' of the policy,"
Weidner said.
Director of Minority Affairs
Johnetta Jones suggested an
academic adviser serve on the
Admissions Review Committee
that would review the admission
by exception applicants.
The academic adviser would
have no voting power. Council
members agreed.

PEACE

RHA

240times.
McQuay, awaiting his release from the Skyview psychiatric prison unit near Rusk, repeatedly has sought
castration, saying it would help him avoid a repeat of
his past crimes.
Rodriguez said despite Attorney General Dan
Morales' opinion that the state may allow McQuay to
be castrated, the most the state can do is urge him to do

so. u

Prisoners vulnerable to Al
frompageone - - -

halls, said RHA Vice President
Lisa Fennema.
''In order for a residence hall to
get the cl)annel, they must agree
to get it: for each buitaii!g:• said
Fennema. "F.ach student living in
a residence hall will have to pay
$5 per semester for the movie
channel to be in the hall."
• Brad Tiuczed, president of
Expanding Awareness and
Responsibility Toward Humanity
talked to RHA members about cosponsoring a campus clean-up
day.

Each student IMng in a
residence hall will have
to pay $5 per semester."
' '
- Lisa Fennema
RHA vice president
Tiuczed said there is no date
set for the clean-up day, but it will
probably be around Earth Day,
which is on April 22.
"I think it is a great idea to help
EARTH clean up the campus and
Charleston; ' said RHA President

T.J. Frey.

ATLANTA (AP) - Inmates in
the nation's largest jails and prisons are nearly six times more
likely than other Americans to
have AIDS,' the government said
Thursday.
th~ Centets for Disease
Control and Prevention reported
that 5,279 such prisoners. had
AIDS in 1994, or 5 .2 cases per
1,000 inmates. In the general
adult population, the rate is 0.9
per 1,000.
AIDS deaths among inmates in
the nation's largest city and county jails and state an4 federal prisons totaled 4,588 from the early

frompageone _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_

A resolution was submitted to the senwages to set it up.
early Sunday morning but would not be
"There's no way we're going to be able to take them down until Monday.
' ate asking for the money to fund the_
able to afford that," she said. "We 're
"They suggested we rent a trailer to event.
kind of stuck. Some parts of the campus lock (the tables and c~airs) up because
After the proposal was tabled for
really aren't as cooperative as others. we would have to pay if anything hap- about three weeks and discussed thor!fley ~re v,e~y Pf/S~i__st!C:-ti~ ..iii'~eit~ . ~~~t\a to t~m," ~tl~ ~~t,d. , ..
".
,._. , ,~us~ty, ~e.'.r~solution ·was-.voted down
inf;,..·~ t•·""1:.' ' ...... ~,., A,
.~n. '>t.'1 ~ •t:' 'SpQnso'rs 6f ~acefest have Bua·io'jcut. becau~e of the senate's lad:· of money.
"When -Sj)omors'bt·Pelrcetes( \V~n't "iO ,. 'badt' bn itdvertishig and .book' different
·Coordinators decreased the budget
the physical plant for tables and chairs, bands because Student Senate was from $800 to $375, which will cover the
they were notified that physical plant unable to provide the $800 needed to cost of the public address system, to
workers would be able to set them up fund the event.
avoid cancellation of the event.

.r.

1980s to the end of 1994
CDC said.
Most of the infected pri
already had AIDS or carri
virus before they entered
~~~Ju~~ .Gai~r~ a psyc~
with the CDC Divisi
HIVI AIDS Prevention.
"Many prisons are full
drug users, people who
for drugs," she said.
A few state surveys have
that only about 0.3 perc
inmates with AIDS caug
virus while in prisgn, said
Hammett, who oversaw the
survey.

_ _...,...
They will use one-fuunl:M.he•U
of advertising than. llfW pl!Bnc!
they have had 'to-fitrd differen(1
willing to play forless ·or for free.
·Problems with funding for Pe
have gradually been solved by v
organizational and corporate dona
she said.
"I've been asking residence halls
donations) and they &ave been inc
generous," she sai!1.
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BAU awareness week's ev·ents come to a close
nmike
ta forum

Misconceptions surround homosexuality
By THERESA GAVLIN
Activities editor

.

SCUSSlOil

Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual
'es Union will be hosting
mike night for students
about gay and lesbian
other topics.
open mike night will be
. tonight in the Rathlestaurant in the basethe Martin Luther King
ersity Union. There is
e to attend.
derson, the executive
or of LGBAU, said he

Many common misconceptions
about gays and lesbians have
arisen from the way they are portrayed on television and in the
movies.
Aaron Gerlach, political director for the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual
and Allies Union, said these
myths can be disproven by people
being more open about their sexuality.
"I think a lot of the myths are
created out of the fact that people

don't know someone who is gay
and lesbian," Geilacli said. "If
you don't know someone, it's easier to believe these rumors."
Many people still do not feel
comfortable being honest with
their sexuality because it is easy
in most states to discriminate
against homosexuals, Gerlach

hopes the event will "help to
bring togetber people from
(LGBAU) and people from the

campus."
Anderson said all students are
welcome, and the event does not

said.
.
They also risk losing their job
and position in the community by
admitting their homosexuality.
..A lot of the myths deal with
how people think that gays and
lesbians are asking for special
rights quite often when they're
just asking for the same rights
everyone has," said Gerlach.
He said most people can not
tell who is gay or strait just by
looking at the person.
"Most people would not guess
that we are gay or lesbian (by our
appearance)," Gerlach said.

have to be limited to gay topics.
"If people want to perform,
play. the guitar, read poetry, they

are very much encouraged to do
so," Anderson said. "It's just a
social gathering for Eastern students and LGBAU after a long
week ef speakers."
The open mike night will continue as long as people keep
performing, Anderson said. "I
guarantee a good time."
Anderson said open mike
night was very successful last
year and he is hoping the event
will be a success again. He added the Gay and Lesbian Awareness Week went well.
"I think we've educated a lot
of people," Anderson said. "It's
all been really positive."
He said is especially happy
for the people who were previously too scared to attend
LGBAU meetings that he had
the chance to talk to ·throughout
the week.

duate students'
rks of art to be
''f}layed at Tarble
·ety of paintings, sculptures

be shown through April 28
'

even graduate student s
the art department will be
ting receiving their rnasrees by displaying their

r -in · tJte·~TatbJ'e
11!1

ri G

'.)Q")

~1i;

~tb'

ifJiW

e 1996 Graduate Art
ition will be displayed at
le from April 6 to 28. A
·on will be held from 2 to
m. on Sunday, April 14 in

I imagine it's going to
be very well received
because it's such a good mix
of styles and material."
~

'

tl •

••

- John Sext9n
'exhitilf participant

artwork from the all members
of the class.
Pam Friese uses landscapes
that deal with perceptions of
ble is open from 10 a.rn. time. Jeremy Huffstedtler inteS p.m. Tuesday through grates small objects into his
y, from 10 a.rn. to 4 p.rn. paint on his art works. Malinda
ay and from 1 to 4 p.rn. Mcintosh uses painted casts of
her own body parts on her
y.
e art in the exhibit was paintings. Nydia Mflrcado uses
ted by participants of a winged figures to s•tve as
-long masters program at metaphors for perso_Aal\teflections. Mark Porter us~, pi'echan:@<l-l.th~ range ,from
i•ti.c ,a!Mi reptes~ntational ical sculptures against P.~inted
blueprints. Eric Reckl}nS:,uses
'llgll t~ atmrao.t paintings.
imagine it~s going to be textures in his paintings. sexton
well received because it's uses combined and b~rlapped
a good mix of styles and shaped panels, Sara 'Sdiith uses ,
rials," John Sexton, art ceramics with graphicliiiiwings.
't participant, said. "Every Gail Valker portrays. los~ and
is unique and different, melancholy feeling!~. · Kr~g
Yingst plays out ehtbtj\),n'lll
ork varies so much."
iortfolio, resume and leF facades ana spiritualit~ ~ht h'\ s
f *ornmendation must be art and Kirn Zurnbahfen uses
· ted. to apply for the pi:o; p~nted and constructed ~ J'qe only sculpting amft,. pn
, Sexton said.
· ,.
participants D?tljt,.!ofe~te d.iS);)la.'y. :is Mark Porter, SU ·
srud. ·
.'
ble artwork in C16~ ,yeli'.
Many
of
his
sculptures
ar;_
's almost psychotic the
t of work we have to do," f ree-standing ia front of his
blueprints.
n said.
Also, Zumbalen 's paintings
artists include an artist's
ent on the back of their will be suspended from the ceilto tell what they hope to ing, he said. The other pieces in
the exhibition are wall-mountplish with their art.
re will be wide variety of ed.

KRISTINE HILLMAN/Staff photographer

Yes, drill sergeant
Staff Sergeant Russ Bennett teaches cadets about the CH-47 Chinook helicopter Thursday aftenwon during
field practice across from the Ccunpus Pond.

Greeks to join children for Easter
Eastern Bunny Event to entertain kids for a day
By JENNIFER VALENCIA
Staff writer·

involved with the community and have a good
time," said Diane Schmelzel, president of
Panhellenic Council.
Lipke said the event has been successful among
children and parents. One of the main roles the
greeks play in the event is to make sure every child

Members of the greek system will be spending
Saturday refereeing games and painting faces of
Charleston children during the annual Easter Bunny
. ,aw!Q'.; ,y.'j~:!.P.~uze,;,,..,,r:>c.•;,~ ..,~, . . ~., i'·•' •
Event.
, J•' • . ~~
, ,,.'; vnce [members of the greek system] see ~.
'- ~~ ~~~t 'will ~e.~la~ ~~~ ~;?Q; ~.:Pat
a.rn. Saturday at Morton -l>ar~, k>cated 'on i..+nf.Ql!l ~:..S-~ile and,~ee ~ecoJIUDUIUty. snP.Je, Jbey so'1en
Avenue. The rain location 1s the gyrnn,asium of up," Lipke said. ''1bis is very big for the community. Parents love it and the kids have a great time."
Chaqeston High School.
Ten to 15 rnei;nbers of each greek chapter_will ·
Children, ages 2 to 6. will participate in various
activities including games, art projects and face conduct and referee games, paint faces and dispainting. The Easter Bunny will also make an tribute prizes.
Lipke said the greeks' participation in the event
appearance.
Keith' Lipke, president of the Interfraternity makes them look and feel good when they
Council, said IFC and Panhellenic Council try to unselfishly give·their time for the children, and it is
· provide a community service for local children dur- another step to achieving community relations.
Lipke said in the past few years, the greek image
ing the holiday.
"This is very enjoyable and has proved to be suc- has improved because the community sees it as a
group of positive, young, energetic men and
cessful in the past," Lipke said.
He said the greek community plans and coordi- women.
"[The Easter Bunny Event] is perfect for letting
nates the event, which includes collecting prize
the community know what we 're capable of as
donations from various companies.
"This is an opportunity for the greeks to get greeks," Lipke said.

¥P.. Ji

University Theatre presents...

THE RIMERS OF ELDRITCH
by Latiford Wilson

8 PM, March 27, 28, 29, 30 and April 3, 4, 5, 6 and 2 PM, March 31
I to
ud
A

I I .tj •1fi1 ll £\ii§ I ii~t\§fj

Opinion
page
Editorials are the opinion of the Editorial Board.
Columns are the opinion of the author.
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Required dress code
i·s the wrong answer
to appearance issue

Candidates using ESPN, T~co
President Clinton will soon have
to give a videotaped testimony in
the Whitewater criminal trial, and
producers of Republican attack ads
are anxious to get their hands on it.
"I'd .love to get my hands on the
president on the stand," said a
Republican ad producer.
Clinton was able to avoid taking TRAVIS SPENCER
the stand in person, but now has to Regular columnist
provide his testimony on tape. The
- hard-copy document will leave a
permanent record of Clinton being
under a lot the pleasure with the Whitewater issue.
Dole's campaign 9oordinators must love this because they
would do anything to win the election - but so would any
other politician.
In fact, politicians of every local, state and national seat
have gone the distance to create a unique, attention-grabbing
campaign.
And Eastern's Student Government elections are no different.
Candidates for student body president this year have displayed a variety of campaign tactics.
Some have tried to win votes by getting out and meeting
their constituents while others are relying on name recognition through advertising and promotions.
Senate member Bryan Gutraj wins the "Campaign Blown
Out of Proportion Award" bY. spending hun<lreds of dollars
in his student body president campaign.
"I'm trying to reach all 10,000 students on campus," he
said. '"That's an enormous task to do. I'm trying to make sure
all the students know who I am."
G'utraj has placed advertisements in The Daily Eastern
News, is running advertisements on local cable Channel 5
and has even .filmed a commercial that will appear on ESPN,
CNN and USA TV networks. He has made pamphlets and
has sent press releases to at least The News and the
Charleston Tunes Courier.
He appointed Jennifer Krough as his campaign manager
to steer the planning and to design the promotional material.
"I enjoy it, even though I'm not really into politics," she
said.
Besides a campaign coordinator, he formed Citizens For
Bryan Gutraj, a group of supporters to help fund his cam- .
paign. He said the supporters are friends of his as well as
people from his home town of Grayslake.
I guess mom, dad, Aunt Sally and a few other rich rel a-

Implementing a mandatory dress code to
eliminate casual dress in two offices of Old
Main is the wrong avenue iO-: achieving a productive and reasonable solution· to what officials have labeled a problem.
Eastern officials are currently loo.king into
placing a dress code in the Business and
Purchasing offices' to mandate what is appropriate work attire.
No details of the
I Ofla dress code have been
disclosed by either the
Local 981 Clerical Technical Union_or Eastern
officials, but it is aimed at employees who
have worn attire seen as too casual for the pro,
fessional atmosphere of the offices.
~wer!Ve,always b-een: pretty;-0asual,Jand OO(C11~1i.
sionally, there tnay- httVe been some questiow.i·
able attire," said Dave Riddle, head of the
Business Office.
Riddle said appearance of office workers
can make an impression on incoming students
and parents as much as the looks of campus
buildings and landscape.
"Primarily we are serving students and parents ... and I think appearance is important,"
Riddle said.
Although it is important to maintain professional business appearance and attitude at
work, it is unfair to place a mandatory dress
code on two offices because of "occasional"
instances of overly casual dress.
The workers in the offices will likely be
more willing to comply with the requirements
if. th .cue !al-ked. -t9 in a ~e~,Q~l manner
rather than fiaving rules placed on them for a
few problems.
Officials in the office should take aside personnel who on one day dress too casually and
simply explain what apparel they see as proper
for a business .atmosphere.
Approaching these situations on a personal Anti-abortion poem
level, rather than through a policy, will give was hypocritical and
officials a chance to explain why the problem
has arisen instead of just reading requirements based on stereotypes
Dear editor:
off a designated dress code.
I am wdting this in response to
This type of approach would also improve
Moran Beasley's comments published
communication .between management and on April 1, 1996. How dare he. attack
employees, inste'ad of damaging morale pro-life activists calling them hypocritithrough placing an autocratic policy on cal, contradictory, self-righteous, impe-

Ed •t • J

¢mploye~s .

''today's quote
I see but one rule: to be clear. If I am
not clear, all my world crumbles to
nothing.
-Stendhal

rialistic, cfose-minded and totalitarianistic just to name a few. I am proud to be
pro-life and someone who dbesn't even
know me has no ·r ight to ignorantly
stereotype me.
Moran, this " poem" of yours has
upset ntany students so-if that was your
immature intention... then you detinitely
succeeded: However, if you have tead it
and attempted to understand it as you
asked the student population to do,
maybe you would have seen your own
hypocritical statements. By supporting

B~ll

tacti

tives kicked in some m
he has already spent "cl
"Candidates
$200 in campaign costs.
for student
Curt Knox, on the oth
body president wins the "My Campaign
Make Sense Award."
this year have
Knox wants to win his
local taverns by promisi
displayed a
and Denny's in
variety of cam- Bells
Services. He also said the
. paign tactics." sity should hire about
Eastern students to repla
one building service wo
also proposed changing the roning in Greek Court so
store could be built in the grass area in the center of
de sac.
'
How is he going to go fill this? No one knows, in
himself.
But with all his crazy ideas and low cost camp
what does he have to lose?
The only money he has spent so far are on pro
fliers of himself holding a keg and two classified ads,

News_.
They read: "CURT KNOX would like to ask P ·
Candidates Jason and Bryan not to run because I
money. BE Sil...LY AND VOIB SILLY."
And, "MESEMBRYANTHEMUM, RADIOCH
TOLOOY, spQndylooisthesis, trifluorochlorometh
iodothyronine, spectrophotoelectric, pamproda
orthokeratology, aerothermodynamics. Big wor
SILLY, VOIB SILLY!"
His campaign expense is at a minimum, but then a
is the thought behind it.
And then there is Jason Anselment's campai~
He wins the "Sit Back and Let My Name a
Experience Earn Me the Votes Award."
Anselment, currently student vice president for
affairs, said he wants to run a "grass roots" campaign..
thrills, chills or expensive technological campaigning.
He said doing well in his current position is the
paign strategy possible.
_
So between ESPN commercials and off-the-wall
about Taco Bell, students have a lot to sort throu~
next few weeks to see who would be best qualified to
next student body president

-Travis Spencer is editor in chief for The Daily
News. His e-mail address is culss@ecn.bgu.edu.
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your turn
this poem, are you stating that all prolife activists are also capitol punishment
supporters? That's what your beloved
poem says. Where do you get off judging people with your holier-than-thou
attitude? My rationale is this: -why
should society murder someone to show
the rest of society that murder is wrong?
Maybe you should stop and think about
that the next time you compare these
two issues..
Maybe you have no faith or ethical
ypbringing but I know I was taught as a
child to respect life and all that the Lord
has created. That includes unborn children. Just because they are not presently
walking the earth like you and I d~'t
mean they are not living, breathing
humans. I guess according to your
beliefs you should be thanking your
lucky stars that you are alive. If your
mother had ~lt the way you do, you

•

might be a statistic right now in
medical journal. Do you have
how many abortions are perfo
day? Maybe if you went arouncl
these "healthy clinics" that
them, you could check the g
cans, put all the pieces back
and find out.

Traci
Junior speech communicatioa

Letter policy
The Daily Eastern News enc
letters to the editor L'Onc mmg
state, national or international is
Letters should be les·s that
words: For the letter to be 11nn
name of the 3uthor. the au
address, tele~e number,
school and current majoi, m
included. If nei;:essary, letters
edited according to lengtlt and
the discretion of the editorial page
tor or editor in chief.

Trailmobile workers find
jack rocks in vehicle tir·tni
By BRITI CARSON
i nd DONNA CUISIA

•

.

Staff editon

Jlora begin to bloom as temperatures reached 51 degrtes midnight
during the day.

Thu,.-,_.

tern to host youth r
informal recital today will give
r musicians a chance to play in
of an audience and help student
rs learn to work with young stu-

, said Karen Sanders, professor

•Mldmt:.
,._...._J: look forward to them and I am
'misfic that they are going to
said.

1

Most of the children performing in the
recital will be from Charleston, but a few
will be from surrounding towns.
The material for the concert is chosen
from material students have been practicing. -The amount of time the children practiced the material depends on the difficulty
of it, Sanders said.
Eastern students have been paid to help
the children performing in the recital. They
have also been taking courses to learn how
to teach the younger students.
Most of the performances will be on the
piano, Sanders said. There will also be a
... flutist, a singer and a duet.
The recital follows the same format each
semester, but if there are a lot of ~rfonners it is split into groups, Sanders said.

Several metal jack rocks and nails
were found in the tires of five
Trailmobile employees' vehicles,
according to a police report.
Ed Keo.nedy, manager of the
Trailmobile ·plant, said at 4:30 p.m. on
Monday, after leaving work, he pulled
into a gas .station and discovered a jack
rock in the left front tire of his vehicle.
According to a police report, there are
no suspects.
Ahmad ~zali, a replacement worker
at Trailmobile, rej>orted at 8:52 a.m.
Monday after driving home from work
that his right front tire was flat.
Upoa examining it, he found a jack
rock stuck in the tire.
Tony D. Shellabarg~r. 41 a t(uj;k.
driver, rep~ed while making a dClivery
at 1:55 p.m . on Monday t~ the
Trailmobile plant, he saw two men
throw an unidentifi~ object on the road
near the entrance to the plant.
Later he discovered a jack rnck on the
passenger-side front rear drive tire of his
truck, a police report said.
A jack rock was found during a security check at 5:57 a.m. on Monday at the
Trailmobile plant located at 1000 N.
14th St.
The jack rock was found about five .
feet from the Trailmobile parking lot.
Sandy M. Dryden, 30, a systems programmer at Trailmobile, found a aail
1t11ek • her rjght front tire at 4:10 p.m.
M nday after driving home fro111
-~.• ~ice report said.
'11Jltlt9lllr Florey, 33, an engi" eer It
Tnailliwtlfte, reported finding a galva. .r.-•.• N • •
ntzed roofiDg..J)ail in1 thed'iglll fmnt lBDl»\114
lt..._..M~ 1•mt•
of.'tris ~e~icle a~ 4 p.m. Monday, ·a·poti~ do any real4amage.

Freemen meet with n
JORDAN, Mont. (AP) Sitting on folding chairs on
a dirt road, the besieged
Freemen met with negotiators Thursday for the first
time in the 11-day standoff.
Four Freemen met for
about an h<>ur and a half
with foui negotiators at the
edge of the fugitives' compound. At least one of the
negotiators who met with
the Freemen was a federal
agent, but the identities of
the other three cOllld not be

immediately confirmed.
The identities of the
Freemen represent~ives
were also unknown.
One of the Freemen did
most of the talking, occasionally standing, walking
around and waving his
arms. Reporters were kept
about a mile away, but the
negotiations could be seen
clearly through binocul~
and telephoto lenses.
Freemen in a pi~kup
truck parked about 100
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cted.unabomber
d possessing .bomb
....-i;:n.;ii;:.1.. A,
Mont. (AP) In stigators found a partially
881e1Dbled pipe bomb, chemicals
• •us aates· on making
ia the mountain cabin
fonner Bet:keley math pro. .ilfl~~gpected of being- the
\ll!rxlllr.bet, federal officials said

9 PM -lAM
LAST WEEK WE HAD

• 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts.

14 STRIPPERS. IT'S
THE BEST SHOW IN
TOWN!

charge was designed to hold
1beodorc John Kaczynski, 53, Kaczynski while agents build a
case.
WM charged Thursday with possessing the bomb components · The FBI again searched
and was held without bail. Kaczynski's hand-built, 10-byAppearing before a judge, 12-foot cabin Thursday. Federal
kaczynski, bearded and thin, said officials said the search could last
Ile w11 ~ntally competent and several days.
"It's going very slowly because
eeuldn't afford his own lawyer.
Tbe charge made no mention we're not sure if it's boobyof the Unabomber's string of trapped," said a federal agent
bombing attacks, which killed speaking on condition of
tbree people and injured 23 in .18 anonymity. "We have an explosives ordnance team X-raying
years.
Federal officials said the everything before we touch it."
11nlrsday.
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commerce
retary presumed dead

!Y 11le Associated Presli

The State Department said it
would not release the names of
those aboard the plane until
Thursday, in deference to the
families. But State Department
spokesman Glyn Davies said
Brown was presumed dead.
In a statement announcing that
one of its vice presidents was
Daily7:15,9:JO
aboard the plane, the Riggs
Fri,Sll,SunllllU;J:JU:GO
National Bank of Washington • . .llllillfllilllllliiiiiiiiiiilll.,,.
.said, "We have been told that the
crash left no survivors."
Croatian TV also said all
aboard the T-43 military pass~n
ger jet were killed.

An Air Force jetliner carrySecretary Ron
owa and a delegation of
American business executives
. veered off course and crashed
• to a cloud-cov-ered hill
Wednesday near Dubrovnik,
Croatia. All 33 people aboard
. . - presumed dead.
Ia Washington, a somber
Jrieaident Clinton called Brown
tJa magnificent life force " and
-..rsed prayers for those aboard
the lqst flight.

iaa Commerce
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andberg belts first, Cubs win Error-laden contest
results in Cardinal
loss to mighty Mets
CAGO (AP) - His first homer - and his first

.since leaving baseball nearly two years ago

indeed a chilling experience for Ryne

ironic that you wait until the worst day of
to get your first hit," Sandberg said as his
homer since June 1994 helped the Chicago
beat miserable wintry conditions and the Los
Jes Dodgers 9-4 Thursday.
was talking between innings to (umpire) Jim
and he's been around a while, too. I think we
up with that this was one of the coldest days,
with the snow flurries. Actually the snow
'es were tougher than the cold," Sandberg
''With sleet and snow coming into your eyes
plate, it makes it a little difficult."
y a couple of thousand fans braved the eleat Wrigley Field as workers salted stadium
to keep people from slipping on a day unfit
baseball.
bame-time temperature was 34 degrees - the
at Wrigley in seven years - with a 19-mph
rly wind blowing left to right in a mix of rain
snow flurries and a 12-degree wind chill.

"We could count them all and we could hear
them all, too," Sandberg said of the fans. "They
were all wearing Chicago Bears stuff, all bundled
up."
Sandberg, who'd been O-for-9, hit his first
homer since June 1, 1994, a two-run drive that
cleared the right center field wall as the moisture
swept across the field. Sandberg's homer, his first
hit since June 7, 1994,_brought the Cubs to within
3-2 in the third.
The Cubs then scored seven the next inning.
Mark Grace hit a two-run, bases-loaded single and
Sammy Sosa followed with a three-run shot, his
second homer in as many days. Both hits came off
reliever John Cummings, who'd replaced starter
Pedro Astacio (0-1).
"No comment on the game, weatherwise," said
Dodgers manager Tony Lasorda. On the game
itself? "I'm totally disgusted,,. he said as the
Dodgers lost their third game in four tries.
''Cold is no excuse," said Dodgers center fielder
Brett Butler.
"It was cold for everyone. The sleet on the bottom of your feet was the worst."

ECK ~~page8A---------.-----:----. hitting .348 this
season and is
third in the conference in runs
scored with 21.
As a team, the
Leathernecks are
batting .281 this
Jim Schmitz year, which is
good enough for
sixth in the MidCon, while the Panthers are
third in the Mid-Con with a .302
batting average.
Nevertheless, Schmitz said
.. w),~?P~~s. ~i~ ~ ,10.s,, lb~ .~e w~q ~o~~ de~r;i to
~ seas3n and nas been
which team taJi:es control in the
arked by several different early innings.
ers this year.
"We've played Western a
Second baseman Brian Quinn ·number of times but whatever
leading the team with his .469 team executes and gets the early
tting average and first base- lead will be successful this
man Steve Bishop is batting weekend," S~hmitz s~d.
.369 this year.
Conference Honors: While
Shortstop Jim Morsovilla has the Panthers are off to a shaky
also been on a roll for the start this year, Hesse .has been
leathernecks this year, as he is coming up big throughout the
e Leathernecks, like the
tbers, have also had some
lems with consistency this
, Jcc<>rding to Pawlow.
"We've been kind of up and
n this year with our pitch' but our hitting has been
y good," Pawlow said.
lfQur fielding has also been
onsistent because of the
ther we've been having this
·ng."
Despite the inconsistencies,
rn is currently fifth in the

NETTERS
jQiw. !J,l~~eJ. ..:..a~

from page

Q.ono.r.: ~·~ .l'~t!t~:.i~ !tj~'!Jf. '

mentaf pick-me-up and lie keeps
me going during the season."
Schmitz was also pleased to
see that Hesse earned the honor.
"Hesse has been having a
very good year and he has filled
the role we asked him to fill,"
Schmitz said.
"He has been swinging the
bat well ·and he is a smart hitter
that produces a lot of runs."

BA-------------------

Cjln~_el~d .. the Panthers

ved indoors to practic;e in the Lantz Gym fieldlouso.~&~ ~i ~ut. Qf a bad situatiof!..
Onl\Yednesday, both Panther teams fell to
defeat at the hands of Illinois State.
..The men played every match close,"
Kramarski said. ''The points were played well and
die execution was good." She said freshman Brad
Jook played three tough sets, while the other men
ltlayed well along with close matches.
The women also played well and the final score
tidn't indicate bow they really played, Kramarsk.i

MONEY'S LOW

early part of the season. On
Monday, he was named the MidCon Western Division Player Of
the Week after batting .714 during a three-game span.
Hesse also came across the
plate three times last week and
he picked up three RBI.
"It's kind of exciting to get
the honor and it's also unique
because my brother, who I'm
real close to, is a senior in high
school and he has been playing
just as well as me this year,"
Hesse said of receiving the

said.
"(Illinois State) was a very solid and competitive team and I expected some tough matches
from us," Kramarski said. "A loss is always tough
to handle."
The attitude of ~~a&Alci J!.s~i IWl>eat aof
t'oJ~itive towlrd ~~r!ta~kmlj.faael on t0
wee~
·
"We went up against solid teams and none of
the players can be disappointed with the way they
played and performed," Kramarski said.

NEW YORK (AP) - One out
from a St. Louis victory, Gary
Gaetti couldn't find his gold glove.
Gaetti, the four-time Gold Glove
third baseman, committed the
eighth error of the game Thursday,
and his misplay in the ninth inning
resulted in a two-run rally that cost
the Cardinals a 10,-9 loss to the
New York Mets.
"It's the difference in the ballgame," Gaetti said.
New York tied a team record by
making four errors during a fiverun Cardinals eighth, spoiling a
successful ~or league debut by
the Mets' highly regarded tight.hander Paul Wilson. And Willie
McGee's ninth-inning RBI single
off John Franco put St. Louis
ahead 9-8.
But all that was forgotten when
Gaetti allowed Chris Jones' routine
grounder through his legs with two
outs, enabling Edgardo Alfonzo to
score the tying run.
Brent Mayne followed by singling home the winning run off
Dennis F.ckersley (0-1 ).
"I didn't get over to the ball in
time, and it dido 't come up,"
Gaetti said. "Late in the game, you
try to position yourself strategical1y, and I just got caught in
between."
Franco (1-0), the Mets' fifth
pitcher, earned the win despite
alhtwi~

Me6ee's tioh1eaki:ng . .

gle.
"It. was one of those crazy
games," Franco said.
Mayne was l-for-9 lifetime
against F.ckersley in the American

FOX

'

'

I didn't get over to the
ball in time, and it didn't
come up."
-Gold Glover Gary Gaetti,
on his error to lose the game
League, but liked his chances in
the ninth.
"I know how he throws. I know
what he features," Mayne said.
"I did go into the situation feeling very comfortable at the very
least." St. Louis tied the game by
converting four errors into a five-

n.tn eight.A, making it &-rut McGee
and Ron Gant had RBI singles and
Ray Lankford drove in a ~ with a
grounder.
New York took advantage of
three Cardinals errors that generated four unearned runs off Alan
Benes. He was charged with seven
runs on seven hits in 3 1-3 innings.
John Mabry's RBI single gave
the Cardinals a 1--0 lead in the sec..
ond but the Mets tied the score
when Cardinals shortstop Royce
Clayton's fielding error allowed
Todd Hundley to score the tying
run in the home second.
Bernard Gilkey's RBI single and
Benes' wild pitch that allowed
Gilkey to score gave the Mets a 3-1
lead in the third.
Luis Alicea's fielding error and a
.d.wpiwJ .iluQ.w.-111 tb.e pJatc ~
catcher Pat Borders for another
error gave the Mets two runs in the
fourth. Rico Brogna's double down
the right field line drove in the final
two runs of the inning to put the

frompage8A _ _ __ __ .

a record of 11-9 riding a six:game
Loyola has the worst record of
winning streak. The Blue Demons' the teams playing in the invite. The
last loss came on March 22 to the Ramblers enter Saturday's play
University of Washington.
with a record of 7-17-1, winners of
DePaul is hitting .294 as a team. one of their last seven games.
and the pitching staff has a cotnFox said there is a possibility
that Sunday's round-robin game&
bined ERA of2.08.
Freshman Nicole Terpstra leads could be played Saturday night,
the staff with seven wins, an ERA and a winner declared Saturday due
of 1.97, and 71 innings pitched.
to probable bad weather on Sunday.
Evansville ente~~,in~ ~th J .~"'~~MJ,.1 JJie teams have:
record just belo~'~~ at 11-ft.J ~ ,P~Y.~ Sch other this sea.J
The Aces also have suci:Css at"thC sori
." '
plate, hitting .298 as a team.
DePaul beat Loyola 6-3 on
Evansville's opponent's however, Tuesday, and Loyola bet Evansville
are hitting .297.
6-0 on March 22.
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Fox fires up over
EIU Invitational
,

By JOSH HARBECK
SUlff writer

With the possibility of playing six
games this weekend, the Panthers are
looking forward to a busy three days.
Of course weather might cancel
some of the un.
Eastern kicks off the weekend with a
doubleheader at 2 p.m. today at.
Williams Fiel d against Butler Uni-

~~~~~)Y~~~~~~{~tf{11ID

eludes Eastern, DePaul University,
Loyola (Chicago) University and the
University of Evansville.
Head coach Stephanie Fox sees this
afternoon's games against Butler as a
chance for the Panthers to get a little
revenge.
''I'm hoping we go out there and just
crush them," she said.
Eastern is coming off two losses at
the hands of Western Illinois University on Tuesday, but Fox said the
Panthers played well and should handle
Butler today.
"We should be favored to win both
(games)," she said. "I don't know much
about (Butler), but I know we're a level
above them."
Fox said the team's performance
tQ~P.)' ~il\ 9~\i:.~lJli~ ~~!1 ~Panthers'

miruJ set going info

me Inv.he.

"If we come out flat and lose even
one of these games, we will go into the
weekend (without) the confidence (we
could have)," she said.
The EIU Invite begins Saturday with
the start of round-robin play.
Each of the four teams, Eastern,
DePaul, Evansville and Loyola will
play the other three. Most of the roundrobin play will take place Saturday, but
the last of the games will be played
Sunday m9ming.
· ~ft~~~~~ ,th~ ,top l',V.£ .~~
adv~ce to
finals, and the third and
fourth place teams will play a consolation.
Play will start at 10 a.m. on both
Saturday and Sunday mornings.
Fox said the competition will be
good for the weekend, "definitely with
DePaul." .
"They're (DePaul) the same (level)
as Western," Fox said.
DePaul is the only other Mid-Con
team in the tournament, adding an
extra incentive for the Panthers.
As for Loyola and Evansville, Fox
said she doesn't have a lot of information on them.
"This is my first year out here," she
said. "I think they're OK. (They're
like) Indiana State (Uhiversity), and we
split with Indiana State."
DePaul c.ornct~J.!tto ..the_ipvite with a

·t'he

See FOX page 7A

How's the weather?
Tennis team looks to bounce back
By CHAD MERDA
Staff writer

'

In the past week, the men's and
women's tennis teams have been
unable to capture any kind of luck.
After both teams started out the season with a bang, they have lost two
meets in a row against Butler University and Illinois State University.
The men's and women's season recof$ now stand at 5-3.

'(:M~i\Uing ;WJlf!;.~~ ·~aj

tu<*-··t\ie

wome-n"s home nie"ef o'n Tli.ur'Soay
afternoon against St. Louis was canceled due to inclement weather. The
women only had three home meets
scheduled this season, and it looks as
though it is now reduced to two.
Head coach Rosie Kramarski said
they are trying to reschedule the meet,
but it is still up in the air due to schedule conflicts.
Kramarski called off the meet early

'

You hope it doesn't happen
but you can't control the
weather. It makes it difficult."
-Rosie Kramarski,
on tennis cancellations
Thursday morning because she said it
was too cold, with temperatures expected to dip down to the .30s, and also
beplµSf!
pli~1 }Vas .in the forecast.
l " •,
TO~ .J,$ Ute t,ouith cancellation tbe
Panthers have seen already.'
"You hope it doesn't happen but you
can't control the weather,'' Kramarski
said. "It makes it difficult."
Kramarski is disappointed the meet
had to be canceled because the
Panthers played a close match against
them last year and she said the team
was excited to face them.
~

i

•

See NmERS page 7A
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KRISTINE HILLMAN/Staff photographer
Eastern pitcher Clayton StiveFs, left, gets some pitching instruction from head coach Jim
Schmitz between innings against Elmhurst Tuesday. The Panthers won the game, 17-5.

~1~£lRng to

win by a 'Neck,
'

'

It's just another game for our

team."
Hanging on to the first place spot in the
Mid-Continent Conference seems to be the
-Western coach Dick Pawlow,
task at hand for Eastern's baseball team when
on playing Eastern this weekend
it takes on conference rival Western jllinois in
doubleheader action on both Saturday and that we know more about them and the playSunday.
ers know what they have to do in order to
The Panthers own a 3-1 mark in the Mid- beat Western,'' Schmitz said.
Con coming into the games at. Monier Field
The Panthers will once again be lookin3
this weekend, while the Leathernecks are for Shane Hesse and Steve Dunlop to lead
right behind them at 5-3 after dropping three them past a Leatherneck team they beat in
games to Northeastern Illinois Uruversity last three out of four meetings last season en
week.
route to the Mid-Con crown.
With the team coming off a 5-0 loss to
Hesse is batting .469 on the season and Notre Dame University and Eastern going up tied with Dunlop for the team lead in home+
against a Western Illinois team that is slated . runs at four. He is also leading the team in
to win the Mid-Con's Western Division by runs batted in with 18.
some preseason publications, head coach Jim
Going into the weekend, Dunlop is batting
Schmitz said pitching could be the difference .392 and is second in the RBI category with
in the ballgame. ·
16 while only striking out nine times this sea'There are a lot of factors that are involved son in 79 at-bats.
in winning this weekend, but we are going to
But even though the game is a conference
have to continue to pitch well,'' Schmitz said. one, Western skipper Dick Pawlow said he is
"Our pitchers have to locate their pitches approaching the game as just another contest
because pitching will set the tone of the
"It's Just another game for our team,''
game:'
. Pawlow said. "We have to be able to hit
In addition to pitching, Schmitz also said ball well, pitCb well and play the field well no
playing a conference opponent could make a matter who we play."
differedce in the outcome.
'The big thing about playing Western is
See NECK page 7A

Golfers test OVC waters in tourney
By MATT WILSON
writer

Id

This Friday and Saturday
the Eastern golf team will be
back- on the greens, as it will
be competing in the 10-team
Tennessee State University
Invitational.
The teams competing in
this tournament are Austin
Peay State, Florida A & M,
Kentucky State, Morehead
State, Southeast Missouri
State, Tennessee State, Tennessee Tech, the University of

Dayton (Ohio) and the University of New Orleans.
Earlier in the week, the
golf team opened up the season with two meets on the
road.
Eastern began the season
when it competed in the 13team Butler Invitational on
Saturday before finishing out
the two-tourney trip in Muncie, Ind., for the 23-team.Ball
State Invitational on Monday.
The Panthers tied for
eighth at the Butler Invitational and tied for 13th at the

Ball State's invite.
Eastern's lone medalist at
the Ball State invitational was
junior Chris Wood who shot a
78 for the day - which put
him in a tie for 17th place out
of 148 golfers.
Junior Jeremy Morton shot
the best score for Eastern
Illinois at the Butler Invitational, as his score of 80 landed him the fifth place spot out
of 65 golfers.
There were also many individual accomplishments for
the Eastern golf team, includ-

ing Morton, who is averaging
an 85 - the second lowest
score on the team after two
meets.
Wood is averaging a teambest 80 after two meets.
Wood shot an 82 to finish in a
tie for 14th at the Butler
Invitational before his 17th
place finish at Ball State.
Sophomore Luke Bland is
averaging an 89 after two
meets, third best on the squad.
He shot an 88 at the Butler
Invitational and then shot a 90
at the Ball State Invitational.

PANTHER
Calendar

for the weekend of
April 5-7
Fri.
Fri.
Sat.
Sat.
Sat.
Sat.
Sun.
Sun.

All Day

3p.m.
All Day
lOa.m.
1 p.m.
All Day
All Day

lp.m.

Golf

TN St. Inv.

Softball Butler
Softball EIU lnvit.
Track

EIU Jnvit.

Baseball Western
Golf

TN St. Inv.

Softball EIU Invit.
Baseball Western

New play not too dirty
By THERESA VEGUA
Staff writer
The current production of "Mud" brings impressive performances filled with an energy and maturity that are not often seen in campus productions.
F.astem's prcx:luction of "Mud," a play by. Maria
Irene Fornes, benefits Project PAL which is a vofunteer adult ~cy organi7.ation.
"Mud" is a thought provoking adult drama that
[(Nolves around the interactions of the characters
May, Uoyd and Henry.
. May is struggling to l~ and make something
of herself and trying to rise up out of the proverbial
mud. All the while lJoyd and Henry seem to keep
her trapped in the role of mate and maid.
Director and designer C.P. Blanchette brings the
audience into the world of these characters by cre~g the dark and dingy atmosphere of their home.
Blanchette also brings intensity to the stage
through the use of an orchestra which accompanies

the scenes with make shift and exotic instnunents.
The Studio setting also brings the audience closer to the action and into the energy of the production; which might be unsettling to some atrlience
members due 'to the subject matter.
"Mud" is recommended for mature audiences for
good reasons. The prcx:luction contains an excessive amount of graphic lan~e and explicit sexual

345-7849
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Sanrlwich
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' ' 'Mud' is a thought provoking adult
drama that revolves a round the
interaction of the characters."
subject matter. So heed the warning.
"Mud" can be seen April 8-10 at 8 p.m. in the
Studio at the Doudna Hne Arts buikling. Tickets are
$3 and can be purchased at the door. To reserve a
t'!~ call 581-3110. Profit will benefit Project
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Staff writer

Within the past couple of
years comic books have become
much more than the okl "Barn!
Z.ap!" primary color features that
many of us remember from
Childhood. They have made
strides in art and story lines to
create the hybrid called the
graphic novel. This has begun to
attract a large fan base, incltrling
yours truly on occasion.
Last month, the D .C.
Comics/Vertigo publishing company introduced a new title,
'Blood and Shadows," written by
Joe l...andsdale with art by Mark
Nelson. The series follows the
story of detective Chet Daily in

1946 Texas.•

~~-~,..~~Pas
been doihg some woi"k in fow
budget animal control, is asked
by his girlfriend Ida Stokes to find
her brother Jerry.
Jerry had been missing for a
few days and was apparently fascinated with a local mutilator/murderer called the Grand
Forks Skinner. Soon it appears
as if he might be guilty of the
killings.
While on Jerry's trail, Daily
finds books in his room on a
inter-dimensional creature called
'1he God of the Razors" or 'The
Follower of the Razor."
This is a creature that pops up
in a lot of mythology as the personification. of tlitings ~, and
evil. It has: tlm-1ibility ta :tTaiiel
betWeen :dimemk>rrs: ·anct- h·as
strong ties to the Christian devil
arxi Jack the Ripper.
The books and newspaper
clippings on the murders, scattered around, make Daily believe

and is carrying out these horrifying slashing murders as a way of
identifying with or worshipping
the Gcx:I of Razors.
It's a pretty sound hypothesis.
That is, until he checks out
Jerry's girlfriend, Mary Beth, at
Keith's house.
It would seem that Mary is
quite the little decorator. Her
house is filled with blood and severed body parts. Think Jeffrey
Dalmer's; only without the
warmth and charm. Daily finds
Jerry's head being used as the

''Of course, I do realize
you can't tell the story of
a slasher demon without
things getting gory."
dining table centerpiece.
The Gcx:I of Razors is inhabiting Mary's willing bcx:ly and she is
doing his bidding. When he
comes out to do his grisly murders, we see that he has razor
blades in his fingertips that
extend and contract like a cat's
claws. Oh, and did I mention, his
has this cute habit of using the
severed heads of his victims as

probably last the duration of the
series begins.
Of any of the three words in
the title which should be emphasized, "Blood" is the one. If a
bunch of artists got together and

~s

~

IT'S COLD QUTSID

BuRGER
ARE OUT

placed a bet on who could make
the most bloody and violent
comic, this one would be the
winner. "Blood and Shadows" is
most certainly not for kids.
There are graphic displays of
murder, dismembennent and the
occasional nude person. In other
words, if you support the
Telecommunications Decency
Bill, which seeks to clean up the
= ·met, you will probably hate
Of tell
course,
I do of
realize
you
can't
the story
'a slasher
demon, w~out :n1~ ,gettiRg
gory. And I imagine this was part
oftheultimateintentofthestory:
to shock the reader into a weird
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THEY'RE SERVIN LIVER

sort of fascination . It-is the
strange kind ·of story telling that

JIMMY JOHN'S

has as
helped
to define
the Vertigo
line
something
completely
different froil\ its mainstream parent company D.C. Comics.

"WE"LL BRING 'EM TO YA'

would
be lying
if I
saidHowever,
it wasn't Ian
interesting
story.
The concept of a dimension-

w ·E DELIVE

345 1 07

~
slippers.
spirit is not a new one;
© COPYRl<iHT 1993 JIMMY JOHN'S INC
The· monster is seeking to jumt;>ing
but 1t can be fun. The artwork
gather a quota of souls from our
was extremely good. The artist's ~
world. After that he will return to knowledge of human anatomy
.·
- -~
.'
his home dimension.
thro~h in the realistic fi~
· The Weekend Is Alwavs Snedaj- When
Before that happens, the crea- comes
ures and boqy parts that are 111 G
v; · · If.
ture .brutally µuders Ida and the the . ~rawings-.. The monster's . ~_You Celebra~e- By .Bat1ng Pi~za - P'rom:
her~ Butby--thetme "ctie-,Jack,.the.-Rip1DeC"appear~ "· ~
·""
,
·
>,...
-Baily. makes ~..ta·ithe ~ hoilse, ance ran some shivers lrlP my
.'
,
everyone is dead, and The
Razored One has el',ited our
world through a mirror. He vows
is 0.K., but I have defi•
revenge on the monster for Shadows"
nite reservations about recom.
killing his lady love.
mending it for everyone.
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JBRRY•s PIZZA
PUB
CORNER OF 4TH AND LINCOLN
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1
1
Verge editor ANDREW RODGERS
Associate editor PAUL BUDrrNSKI
Art director MIKE RICE
Graphic design editor LOWELL MUNZ
Copy editor MIKE MEYER

Staff writers ADAM MCHUGH, THERESA VEGLIA,
MATT ERICKSON, JENNIFER STANGER, JOSH
HARBECK, MOLLIE ROSS, MATT FARRIS,
KELLI QUINN
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hey could be big ... they should be huge ...
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hey Might Be Giants!
otos by
ndrew
dgers

ight) The crowd
ills onto the street
fter the Giant's
r-and-a-half long
Bhow.

ey Might .Be
·ant's opening
ct, The Swales
ight) relax with
·gs of popcorn
er another sucful show.

John Linne/ and John Falansbu_rgh of They Might Be Giants (a~ove) close out their set in
front of a near-capacity crowd, April 2 at the Virginia Theater in Champaign.

herry Vallance looks to revive music scene
With a number of local shows

The band - comprised of
singer-guitarist Matt Berry, guitarist Bill Wason, bassist Brad
Decker and Aberle - started

up our second bassist
Brad who is great,"
Aberle said.
Aberle described the
~o<i:s_Il)usjc;:._~? new.-

,~

••t M·-~..- ~ A ", ·~~ ·~wave:~pupk..~tlzi·.popPy·
-~~lf'!fth lo~ jjfay~

e works, .Chqrleitoq's

-· 1

~

ifs'

about~two ~~·

"togetffet acouStrcatty at

rters - and perhaps make

nne new faris as well.
&turday, the barxi will heada six-barxi, all-ages show at
the Disabled American Veterans
Hall on Route 1 in Westville.
Mnission is $5.
Oieny Vallance is also playing
alJ:.ages show Saturday, April

3, at the Arst Christian Ou.1rch
Charleston, and is currently
two more April all-ages
Oiadeston shows.
The band, which was picked
the top 100 barxk out about
9,000 bands in Yamaha's Sound
Oleck Contest, independently
llleased a CD last year and has
played many area shows since its
n1COrded debut.
"Whether or not~ ~n th9'
llbntest, people heard us
told
us our music w~s good," said

••lirlg

open mic nights at the nowdefunct Monroe St. Cafe and
then made the demo tape, with a
drum machine, which was sent
to Daniel McKegon of Los
Angeles's KXOU radio station.
"lbat station was the fist to air
Beck's hit "'Loser,'" Aberle said.
"I then met Matt (shortly after),
where we worked and becc)me

~

,_ 471
•

I

· 1

~\

bash.

l

"The members in the
band have many influences such as The
Pixies, The Violent
Femmes, The Dead
Milkmen, Sonic Youth and everything from
Heavy Metal to Jazz,"

he said.
"The word alternative

friends."

·
makes me sick and ls
Aberle said he started jam- .overused, .. he said.

....

lTIJn9 with Wason and Berry on

"Music goes In stages,
Dlustration by Jason Karnes
open mic nights, which led to the · but. punk is here to stay
decision of forming a band, and because of all the new
revived.
recruited their now-former~ bards and independent labels."
"All-ages shows have the true
Marc Tanner.
Aberle said the Charleston
fans
because yotmger kids know
At that point, the barxi record- High School students are great,
eel and released the 12-songC.D, Wt"there al'erot·a:lot of college ·the ~ · and t:hete is ·no reason
.college ·.kids ·can 't-:becom_e. the
." EyeWJ'!iJl~ B.ut.Smn.s Beans," ~~
'"
"' .- ~
,~
which~ feai4r~J:h~n High
~lhe ~l:Jl'riV9mt9ik>ard fle'eds same.way."
School' ~dent~ and other to step in and get inore of a VariCherry Vallance's web numyounger Cherry Vallance fans on ety of bands. The lack of variety
ber,
which contains information
Kent Aberle, Cherry Vallance's the cover.
is killing the local music scene,''
to
obtain
its CD, is HTTP://
drummer. "Our tape was then
"Marc left for Chicago and Aberle said. "Eastern needs to
WWW.ACCESSUS.NET!-SUN
gayed on San Diego ~al}d Los · Matt mov~d, but we wanted to get involved because the scene is
lrigeles radio stations."
continue th~ band, so we picked dying but 1 think it can be FL.WR/CHERRY.HTML
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start at 6
a
DlsatiledonAmer1Gan
Hall
Route 1 ln
WatviUe; Admiuibn ii S.
"Our band has been

ttJgether for two months '
said Marchello, Strych
Nine's guitarist. ~we are
expecting at 1®$1 200 peo--

p 1e et the show, o f ve
been kind of 'ittery or the

las couple ··week$.
Marchello; 19 said the
lineup for die show is
Tunnel Vtsion Unusual
Gray, Lock Jaw; Gil, Strych
N:i~, and Cherry Vallance.
The DAV is the only
place we could set up a
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because so many other instruments were implemented, I didn't miss it. The arrangement of
everything from flutes and Native American hand
drums to violin and synthesizers creates an
almost hypnotic rhythm.
One song that Cyoakha and her crew of vocalists didn't quite spoil for me was a cover of Jane
Siberry's "Calling All Angels" that is surprisingly·
well-arranged. Since it is the last track of the CD,
"Calling All Angels; manages to repent for most
of the vocals on the rest of the album.
After a few times around, Cyoakha even started to grow on me - like a fuhgus you can't really
avoid.
·
Land of the Blind and its "music to see by"
could have been my new favorite band it they
would have put out the eye that spites them namely Cyoakha.

Land of the Blind
"One Eye"
{Rainforest Records)

- MOLLIE ROSS
one that Dylan himselt neYer recorded.
i Must Love You Too Much" is a song written by
D-ttan. who gave the song to his bmer band many

When I put Land of the Blind's debut CD, "One
Eyes," in the CD player for the first time, I was
prepared to enjoy it.
The first track, "Pulling the Walls Down," starts
off with an eerie jungle beat and the didjeridoo
(which I hardly ever hear with the exception of an
occasional spooky scene on "Days of Our Uvesj.
Then Land of the Blind's lead vocalist,
Cyoakha, interrupts the groove with her atrocious
voice.
I thought it would get better as the albucn prograss89, or ~rnap' I would le.am :tct~ecia!P
her singing, but Cyoakha's voice continually grated my nerves, corrupting the otherwise beautiful
backdrop of Land of the Blind's music.
Maybe it's the "interweaving vocal harmonies"
by Janice Deschene and Steffanie Salazar that
ruined each song for me. Nevertheless, I believe
the group's rhythmical, dreamlike music would be
near-perfect if only "One Eyes" was an instrumental.
.
Throughout the CD, no guitar is used, but

years ago.

The Band
"High on the Hog"
(Pyramid Records)

---------------1

He'I not a houseNold name. He doesft I
pranoe al'Otl'ld MTV ill lllo8e ~ tlfro T
aftirts Whit lpOfllng the facial hair tad o Ille
mid\. HI '-"'1 sneer 11 die camaras tu
tt8..-"8Ra~Ud.
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lJll "'*11Jy......, "$Jnlnder lo
,. Anllllllo's ,.. aolQ . , IW'1 from Pf1isb.
hit fW;flnt gig. Bli tt111 lltun Is nol lhe J)l'Od11:1 of 'jUilt one man's WOflt; s ls a fur.ion of a
plethora of talented mus1c1ans 1 Including
Anaa1i1io, tallol/ll Phistt mambe( Jon Fishman.

lll!d a .lol of Jal? musicians. The 1ls1 indtidn
John Mlldeskl,. Marc ~ Marsllall Allen Bild
SMr8 ~ lrom Suri

As b' the original music, The Band ranges far and
wide.
Much of the music is reminiscent of the group's
style in the 70s.
The first track on the album, "The Stand," features
Danko's lead weals and mixes country and '70s guitar riffs.
'Where I Should AlwfffS Be". apd "She Knows" are
the two ballads on 1he album. "She Knows" is a softer, piano-based song with slow methodical lyrics.
'Where I Should Always Be" mixes keyboards, bass
guitar and piano to go along with the lyrics..
"High On the Hog" stays along the lines of what
The Band has done in the past: country/blues music
with Its own touch.
-JOSH HARBECK

Ra.

Releasing Its second album following a 17-year
absence from the recording business, The Band has
once again filled a CD with Its own style of American
music.
Featuring tracks ranging from country and blues to
mellow ballads, "High on the Hog" mixes original
music with several covers.
The cover that stands out the most is The Band's
rendition of "Free Your Mind." (The very same
"Electric beat with Levon Helm's and Randy
Ciarlante's drum sets, the trio's powerful lead weals
with Rick Danko's country sounding voice, and the
ppp 7music arrangement with an arrangement of
saXe5, 1rurilpe'ls;"trombcines and ~rds:
·'
°Nl!edleSS (O 'si.y, The ·sand took SQmS MUS~at
license with Its interpretation of En ~ue·s hit.
The group also covers former lead singer Bob
D-ttan's "Forever Young; dedicating the song to Jerry
Garcia.
Again, The Band puts Its own spin on a popular
song, but this rendition sounds more familiar than
does "Free Your Mir:ld."
The Band used another Dttan song on the album,

'"
I

' - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - 1
'Thls team o4 rodl and Jm mLISlclans has
crNled an allt1r1 that Cat1 orov be dsstriled
wtlh one word: unique.
'The r1llCOl1ir1g * t i sloW l1ld -cool wtlti a quiet drum Deaf on 1he ftl5t trai*, iritm • Frcm ther11 tllil
bDs mpard al')d oontract 1tom chaos IO lullai7f
Tl1Cka two and~ "Am Ftrilennore" lind "We Defl.st~; aru perfect ~ or ttio wrames on
lt'9 ablm. ~w Furttiemlofl' biglns like en airplane cra$hlng arid co nues on n chaobo mylhms and
fife.form melcdes IJllti finaffy fMliog CJff and seguetng lnlD 'We aenate,"
Th& name ~ IMl'V(hlog here. 'We (Mflate" Is a slower, more-oontmlled ditty lhat IM!.fiiually m1.1ta1es
bac:k mtc the hardcore. ~.l ·Arn1 Fun0ermore:
AIHhe words Ni he world coi.Jld l10t bBg'1 ~ describe ltlla album. BUI. .A°"staskl wrnmed It ~ bes!
Wti9n he W!'OI& lo the ~ Phlsh newsletter, "We reoorded 'Suminder IO !he Alr' la.ta It has lot more than
one note 1t 11 lime. lij ~lrlg to ii al 4 un. wt.ile soaklr1g n a ba1hlub W\ lhe pitch de:rk with .a gQOij OOlee Df rea 'WfllB
With all tho look·ahke, S®nd·allke band~ on MTV and Ifie ~ailio pretending 10 be musk:iarts,
1Sum!i1der lo me Air" like. taking a deep breetn of mlre51'.11ng, cm.aliwl air.
-M47T FARRIS
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Stone Temple Pilots
"Tiny Music ... Songs From the Vatican
Gift Shop"
Atlantic Records
Since their formation, Stone Temple Pilots
have been a more than welcome ·target for
critics' pans.
Their debut album. "Core,'' was said to be a
tilatant Pearl Jam ripoff. When follow-up
"Purple" was released, the Pilots' originality
was again questioned.
Now, just over a week after the release of
their third album, "llny Music ... Songs From
the Vatican Gift Shop,'' the Pilots will likely be
overwhelmed with criticism again.
The sad thing is, they really don't deserve
the rip-a-than. Does STP sound like other
groups? Sure they do. Not many groups
come up with anything completely innovative
or original anymore.
Put your assumptions aside before listening to "Tiny Music." If their music isn't
ground breaking or original , they at least
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Right?
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deserve credit for sounding good.
The amazing thing about lead singer S
Weiland and his three bandmates, is th
ability to change styles musically with
album. I've heard "Tiny Music" describ
"alternative Def leppard."
Strang .. '/, .this is true. Weiland's voice
more of an early 1990s hair-metal band sou
on "Tiny Music" than it ever has.
Most of ".Tiny Music's" tracks are str
enough for most people not to hate with
absolute passion. Some, though, invo
mP.mories of bands no !:ane listenAr w
e~r aarTiit1t ' Ukr ··:' ·c :r,-.:.r•.i;·'"' -t'tl· . °*ftop's
alia
'
sound like the Pilots of old. But on "And
Know," I've gotta wonder what these g
were thinking. And "Lady Picture Show" i
great Beatles/Enuff Z'Nuff imitation.
Overall, "Tiny Music" is nowhere near
strong as it could be. But under the circu
stances, the Pilots won't crash and bu
because of the effort. Give it a little time,
¥Tiny Music" will become bigger.
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xecutive Decision' is no 'Die Hard'
In 1988, director John McTiernan

rant is destroyed by a suicidal bomber) to
set up his masterpiece, a hijacking of a
flight to Washington, D.C. loaded with
enough nerve gas to kill the 40 million

up "Die Hard," an unlikely smash

Bruce Willis, which transformed
Moonlighting" star into yet-another

hero.

Since then, there has been a prollferaof films closely resembling "Die
." There's been "Die Hard" during a
match (last year's "Sudden Death"
Jean-Claude Van Damme), "Die
"on a bus (1994's hit "Speed" with
anu Reeves), and now there's
ecutive Decision" (Warner Bros.,
R), which is nothing more than "Die
"ona 747.
The film, starring Kurt Russell and a
departed Steven Seagal, centers
an Islamic terrorist (David Suchet),
stages several "accidents" (Seagal and
is task force search for a horde of
pons in Italy and, in London, a restau-

-

people llving along the Eastern seaboard.
Intelligence expert David Grant (Russell)
and the task force are called in, asked to
hover under the hijacked plane in a Stealth
bomber, hooking to the bottom and cllrnbing aboard (sounds simple enough, doesn't
it?).
The scene, however, is' arguably the

most exciting moment of the film, not only
because the task force is successful in their
small mission, but Mr. Everything Zen,
man-of-few-words Seagal gets sucked out
during the tense moments of turbulence,
meeting his incredibly quick demise.
Normally, I would feel llke cheering, but
the loss of Seagal means the Joss of at
least three or four mono-syllabic grunts,
which, in the dynamics of this film are desperately needed.
The task force, which includes John
Leguizamo (remember Fox's ill-fated
"House of Buggin'"?), Joe Morton
(Reeves' boss in "Speed") and computer
geek Ollver Platt ("Aailiners'1, must now
go to work, attempting to disarm the
bomb, kill the terrorists and be home in
time for their Wheaties.
Despite its fluffy script, non-existent
character development (the task force
serves as nothing more than puppets
spewing technological lingo which is supposed to make them sound important) and

sllghtly-less-than-serviceable performances,
"Executive Decision" doesn't pretend to
have lofty goals.
The picture knows its a rip-off of "Die
Hard," so it just tries to give th'i audience

' ' The picture knows its· a ripoff of 'Die Hard,' so it just
tries to give the audience a
run-of-the-mill roller coaster
n.de ... ;,
a run-of-the-mill roller coaster ride which
has become commonplace since the
release of the Willis star vehicle.
"Executive Decision" is a story which
has been told a million times, but there are
enough explosions and gunplay to make
you forget about its shortcomings.

Grade: c

appy Gil10.ore' is Predictable Redford and Pfieffer
too rom.antic
aciion-achnmture movies, plays the part of golf

professional n med Chubs who had to quit the
tour because he had hls hand bitten off by an
alUgator in Florida. He takes Gilmore under
his Wing and triRs to teach him the finer point!!

of the game.
Of course there Is a antagonist. appropriately named Shooter McGaven, who is completely threatened by Gilmore·s golI game and

extraordinary 400-yard drtves. He pull' every
trick oµt of his book to tJy to get Gilmore oH

re.

track and win the tour.

.McGaven 1even hire5 a weasely loser lo yell
Ewn though the movie attempts lo milk the
ted slapstick movie scene for everything at Gilmore everywhere on the course.
worth ('Black Sheep," ~Billy Madlson")f I
Add1Uonally1 Gilmore is completely attract
~•1WC111't help but enjoy ome of the bizane ed to the public relations manager for the tour
f.

Owing the Hick Adam Sandler - who plays
py Gilmore a stereotypical hockey player
1
a bad temper roe.a~
'his c;:addy (Who
thought was stealing his clubs), other play(lncluding Bob Barker from "The. Prh::e ls
1"), fans and .ihe golf couJH;
Cul Weathers, who s usually seen Jn

lip

named Virginia. and well you already know
what happens with that.
I kn~w what W[)Uld happen n ap.pv
Gilmore before I saw it. Sandler dido 't -do arty·
thing new In this mov\e but it tilt provided
some laughs and !IOme Inventive, hilarious situation
GRADE 8-

The Easter bunny uncovered
Reporters make up their own tale about the hare
By ANDREW RODGERS &
PAUL BUDlYNSKI
heditors
Remember how seeing the

Easter bwmy used to be a big
thrill \.Vhen you were a kid?
But now as college students,
all we see is some big rabbit running around the malls of
America in various shades of
pink fur - it can be quite traumatic.

In a recent visit to the bunny
sanctuary in Market Place Mall in
Champaign, Daily Eastern
News reporters wete denied the
chance to speak to the reigning
hiammal of Easter.
They were told that rabbits
touldn't s~, and henceforth,
had to wait until the rabbit got
tired of llttle kids or had to take a

break.
As children, we would be
shocked, appalled, stunned and
even a little bit scared - if we
found out our favorite rabbit got
tired of us.
The mall staff insisted the rabbit would be willing to talk if the
reporters "waited around" or
"came back later." But in reality,
they didn't seem to have ai:iy
intentions of letting the mysterious giver of chocolate eggs anywhere near the probing eyes of
the media.
The reporters then decided to
circumvent mall security and
tried to contact the bunny directly. Apparently, however, the
Easter bunny had hired a highly
trained staff whose sole purpose
was to keep nonpaying customers away.

For you see, to actually get
close to the Easter bunny these
days, you have to be w1llfug to
fork over some bijl--bucks (anywhere from $6 to $19).
The reporters were allowed to
take pictur~s of the giant pink
h4:ire-, but only from a distance.
And unfortunately, the rabbit
was trained not t9 look directly
at any .~eras.
So in the end, the report~rs
were denied access to the bunny,
and therefore, denied the story.

Some would say the reporters were lucky to get away
from the rabbit's twisted world.
If you want to check the Easter
bunny out for yourself, he (or
she) will be appearing at
Mattoon's Cross County Mall
2-4 p.m., and 6-8 p.m. on
Friday and Saturday.

By Jennifer Stanger
Staff writer
Put Robert Redford and
Michelle Pfeiffer together in
a movie about an ambitious,
wanna-be broadcaster and
the station news director
who gets her there and what
do you get? A sappy Jove
story filled with smiles, laughter and, of course, tears.
"Up Close and Personal"
tries desperately to capture
the essence of broadcast
news r-eporting, but falls
.,iP.9tt.,b.y__,,g!W\p~ , tpo Q\~
-attention to. the romance
which develops between
Pfeiffer and Redford.
Pfeiffer plays Sally
Atwater, whose name is
changed to Tally when she
joins WMIA Channel nine in
Miami. She starts off as a
desk assistant, but quickly
finds her way to Miami
Beach for her first major
story, and into Redford's
heart.
Redford is Norman Justice, a former White House
Correspondent who is now
restless in his present position. He takes Tally under his
wing and forces her to realize her potential and gives
her the 'confid~rtce she needs
in order to survive in the
business.
She quickly blossoms into
an incredible talent and is

offered a job in Philadelphia.
She takes it, leaving Norman
behind ... but not for long.
There she loses her edge by
becoming intimidated by
Marsha McGrath, a feisty
veteran broadcaster, played
with a lot of vitality by
Stockard Channing. Hearing

''

A sappy love story
filled with smiles,
laughter and, of course,
tears .
this through the grapevine,
Norman finds his way to
Philadelphia to boost her
confidence, which she obviously can't do by herself.
The best part of the
movie, as well as the most
realistic, occurs when Tally
gets trapped for 10 hours in
a prison riot. While prisoners
and guards are getting killed
around her, she keeps her
wits about her and continues
to report with dignity, not
only to Philadelphia, but' to
the entire country.
While there is a lot of
ch~mi~try between Redford
and P.£eiff~r but i.t'~ not
enough to carry the movie.
It's a decent film, but one
that would be better to rent.
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Prime Rib (hand carved)
Fried Chicken
Lasagna
Vegetable Lasagna
Sa~

Alexis Potatoes
Rice Pilaf
Scrambled Eggs

Capri Vegetables'
Green Beans
Homemade Cobbler
Soup & Salad Bar
Brocc:oU & Raisin Salad
Potato Salad
Fresh Fruit Bowl

Jell-0 Salad
ADULTS
Asst. Mini Danish &
Muffins
SEMOR CITIZENS
Homemade Rolls
CtDLDREN 6-10
w/Butter
5 and UNDER
Assorted Desserts
Coff-. Iced Tea, Sodaa

$7.50
$6.50
$4.00

FREE

All metered ~Ing at the Union la FREE on SundaymtllLocated In the East Wing. Bluement •Phone 581-5326

Friday, April 5, 1996
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HelpWsnted

Services Offered

For Sale

For Rent

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/8
EARN GREAT MONEY and valuable sales & marketing experience. Memolink is coming to EIU
this fall! We need one highly motivated individual to help us coordinate our project. Call Dave at
(800) 563-6654 tor more info.

WANTED 100 STUDENTS. Lose
8-100 pounds. New metabolism
breakthrough. I lost 15 pounds in
3 weeks. Guaranteed results. $35
cost. 1-800-666-3843.
- - - 11 6

----

--------~4/11

Help Wanted

......

SUMMER JOBS: CompabilityIllinois Spina Bifida Association.
Lake Forest College, Lake Forest
Illinois. June 2- Aug. 4. Positions:
Director, Assistant Director,
Program Specialists (special
activities , aquatics, sports,
nature/camping) Counselors
salary $170 per/week and up plus
room and board. (708) 637-1050.
.,..---- ---,.....- - - -415
$40,000/YR. INCOME potential.
Home Typists/PC users. Toll Free
(1) 800-898-9778 Ext. T-2262 for
listings.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _4/5

USED CD's The area's largest
selection of used CD's, cassettes,
concert T-Shirts, and video
games. We buy, sell, and trade.
Music exchange 512 N. 19th st.
Mattoon. 234-3668
516

~""'
T'"'10""'N
:-:-.A7:-L--::C::-:O""M:-:-::P-:-A7-:N"'"Y,--N~E·ED

LOCAL DISTRIBUTORS. High
inCome potential. No experience
:tequired. For info call 202-3931".23.
~,...,,,._,_.,..,..,,~,---,~=---·516

C i'!tP COUNSELORS wanted
for private Michigan boys/{lirls
summer camps. Teach: swimming, canoeing, sailing, waterskiIng, gymnastics, riflery, archery,
tennis, golf, sports, computers,
camping, crafts, dramatics, OR
riding. Also kitchen, office, maintenance. Salary $1250 or more
plus R&B. Camp LWC/GWCC,
1765 Maple, NflQ., IL 60093. 708~
446-2444.
511

Adoption

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT.
Air conditioning, cheap utilities,
negotiable rent, furnished, clo5e
to campus, call 348~5872, Jason
----,--------.,,.,...415
1 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENT. Plnetree II.
Seconds from campus. Move in
June 1st. Call 345-7922
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ __4/5
SUMMER '96 , PARK PLACE
APARTMENTS, CHEAP, PRICE
NEGOTIABLE, Call any1ime, or
leave message, fully furnished,
call 345-6882
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/8
SUBLESSORS NEEDED FOR
SUMMER. Newly furnished Park
Place apartments. 3-5 people,
price is negotiable. Call 345-7123
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ __4/8
2-4 SUMMER SUBLESSORS
NEEDED for large 2 bedroom
Park Place Apt. Fully Furnished.
Call 345-4876
_ _ __ __ _ _ _4/10
SUMMER SUBLESSOR NEEDED:
Park
Place
Apts.
$166.25/month, plus utilities. Call
348-0463.

For Rent

ALS needed NOW and SUMMER
in a 24-hour residential program,
providing services to adults and
children with developmental disabilities. Day, evening, and weekend shifts available. Applications
may be picked up at CCAR
Industries, 825 18th St. ,
Char1eston, IL 61920. E.O.E.

---------..,...,,,=-

415

SUMMER ONLY HOUSE. 1210
3rd Street, close to campus. 2-3
people, 348-5032
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _418
4 BEDROOM APARTMENT with
2 bathrooms. 96-97 school year.
No call~ after 5 pm. Leave a message. 348-0673
- - -- - - - - - - 4 / 8
AUGUST HOUSE for four
women, excellent condition, central air, washer/dryer, pandng, no
pets 3~5-7286.
4/5
2 BEDROOM HOUSE for 3 to 4
tenants for lease; 1 car garage,
window air unit. 346-3583
415
SUMMER APARTMENTS 6/17/31. $300/month. Phone 3487746 from 9-5.
515
SUMMER STORAGE starting at
$30/month. Sizes 4X12 and up.
Phone 348-7746 from 9-5.
5/5
AVAllABLE AUGUST 2 bedroom
furnished apartment. Twelve
month lease 348-7746.
516
AVAIL AUG. 2 Bd Duplex-washer/dryer hook-ups. trash pd. sliders off to patio, 12 mo. lease.
$470.00 mo. 2007 S. 11 th st.
348-1067
419
NEED 1 MALE STUDENT for 5
student house 1 block north of
Dominos. Call 348-8792
4/8
ROOMS FOR RENT- W-0men
only. Large house fully furn .
Singles and Doubles. 1 blk from
Union. $220.00 month util incl.
and A/C. Pat Novak (708) 7893772.

-=a-=REA"~-=:r,...,E=cM~P.,...LO~YM""E=Nc-:T=-.--=F=-u LL
419
TIME SUMMER . Drumtight
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
Painting. $6.50-10.00/hour.
available May 3rd· $250/month
plus electric. Grad students preNapervlllaiWestem Suburbs. 800ferred. Call 345-9621
622-7871
415
4/12
CR_,...,,...u-1..,..s"""E_S_H-,IP,...,S....,N..,..O_W_H.,.,.IR=-1NGONE BEDROOM, NICE, LARGE,
--~---· _ _ _'41t1
- - - - - - - - - - 5 1 6 FURNISHED APARTMENTS, 12
Earn up to $2,000+/month workin"g on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
McARTHUR MANOR APARTmonth lease, 4 1/2 blocks from
MENTS Now Leasing for 95-97
campus (avail. June 2, other July
companies. World Travel (Hawaii,
Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.)
school year. Two bedroom fur16) Call 345-6127.
nished Apartment11 12-month
5110
Seasonal and full-time employment available. No experience
MALE ROOM MAT~ NEEC?ED.
lease 345-2231
4 BR HOUSES, W/D, 3 Blocks to
nece¥8ry~Fpr more information S265 a month. Quiet environ- - -,..,,.--=-- - - = -= - -= 516
EIU. Jim Wood, C21 Wood. 345- ""'."
. 4489 - -- r
..,_,..,
call 1~ l -3550~C5~4/25 -~·34&-0979 _ · =--= rr. rn =~';:;:;!:B~E;!D;!!R~O~Q..y~·'!A~IJ~T~S;:;:;::F~l~l!:R::'ti,~
NISREO,
DISHWA"SR"E'R,
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY·
ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE
GARBAGE DISPOSAL, CEN-HO..,....-U..,..S_E.,......FO-,-R--...R-E-NT=.-G~~~t
MENT- Fishing Industry. Earn up
NEEDED for '96-'97 school year.
TAAL AIR, AND DECKS.
Location. Low rent. 3 bedroom.
to $ 3 ,000_ 6 ,ooo+ per month.
Non-smoker only. Call Angie at
STARTS AT $390.00 CALL 346Call Mike ASAP at 581 -6812
2363
--------,_,..-o--4110
Room and Boardl Transportation!
348-8941 and leave message
5
516
Male/Female. No experience nee41
--:--=---::c=__._=--::o~-=
NEW TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX
4
essaryl (206) 971-3510 ext
FEMALE NEEDS ANOTHER --3 OR
BEDROOM, VERY
with washer/dryer hook up. 1 car
A573S3
FEMALE FOR ROOMMATE for
LARGE APT. 4-6 PEOPLE, FUR·
f
f
II
·
41
fall and spring. Please contact
NISHED,
DISHWASHER,
garage or pro essor or sma
16
family. Call 345-2784
CHAMPAIGN COUNTRY CLUB
Kara at 348-1435
GARBAGE DISPOSAL, CEN415
N
""'.,..1c="',E,.--,C""'L-=E,..,A-:-N,...-,1-. -=
B-=
E=D-=
R'"="
ooM
now accepting applications for
~---------4112
TAAL AIR, AND DECKS. 10 MO,
summer employment for the folLEASE. CALL 345-2363
Apartment lnclUdes hat, water &
lowing positions: Lifeguards,
__B_E_DR
_ OOM
__
AA_~
--ENT.-. ~ trash. Close to square, available
3
May
1, call 345-2784
Snack Bar, Beverage Cart,
_____________
415
Walt/Bua Staff, Bartenders. Apply
Harrison. $175/person. 348-5032.
NEED ONE NON-SMOKING,
~
1'
AND
3
BEDROOM
apartment8
In person or send resume to:
Male sublenor for summer 96•• ,...HOU--SE-.4-PE-OPLE--.-1-&_2_ti.d- still avallable. Call Oldetowne
~~~S. Proepec:t Champaign, IL $195.00 & utllltles s-r month. can room apt. Lease and deposits, Management 345-8533.
Art at 345-7969.
Summer & FaU 96-97. No peta,
4112
2---~------'516
UNFURNISHED HOUSES tor
BRIAN'
---S ....,.
PlA
_C__E_NOW--H--:IRING HEEDED 3 FEMALE S~ 345-4602
dun, quiet, non-amokers. 1104
bartenders and security staff.
LESSORS,
Summer
'96· ,..U,,_N_,IQUE
......-HOME...,.,_-.,..S-PROP...,....,,..,,.,,,E,.,..RTI=:.
Fourth and 938 Second. 345Apply In person, 2100 Broadway, Spacious apartmenl close to 345-5022: Atrium Sunrise 2564.
Mattoon, 234-4151
campus. Call 345-5675
Apartments. Call us for pel"!IOrl#
appointment. Come see luxury
telecommuolca~11$..qo., ~g r Br. 6wrt ~Irr Par1c-Ptaj::e. Call living, Indoor pool, hot tub, exer·
~
1
·
cise equlpmeRl.Jaundry fa~..
418
personal'. freedom for agll~ 1 f
~
~ g at a1-~n _a .9-_ reat
__ -. ~
- . rt3 bed- .....,.rtm"'""~ with van'1
self starters-..be. ~-QWI\
rnv•nc
• ..,.,,, •• ~-"""
.......
's(ii.':
,..
with flexible hours. Call forlliore
•
•
• 4t.1 2 · tia,s in each bedrooi;J1,,& free pa~, : ~ci;ri·~Y PLAY STATION, gtm'ltis,
info. 345-5283
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
ing: Aiso ·available: 1 bedroom
~f9l)er, D.J:1.-speal(ecs. Caltfor
_ _ __ ____ _ _419
with den at 1617 9th St. 5 b9dOetaUs 545-6247
_. 1
for Summer/96. Park Place.
411 5
Please call Tara 348-5924, leave
room house close to campus.
1992 KAWASAKI ·EXSOO,
a message
_ _ __ __ _ _ __,51&
blue/white, excellent condition.

Roommates

1

s

Sublessors

GET=---A-l,1-FE=lf-Rapi--.dly-adY&Acl.-~ S_U_M_M_E_R--S-U_B_LE_S_S_O~R-N-E~·
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Easter! Love, Lisa

415

LET'S HELP EACH OTHER
ADOPTION: Full time mom and
devoted dad can provide your
newborn with a loving, warm and
financially stable home filled with
ioy.and)a!}gl)\ei;. Einancial assis., i!
tarite. 1'1ease call ~y time
...,1
Donna ana Oehnis 1-800-3144265.
4-5 GIRLS, cozy 3 bedroom fur_ _ __ _ __ _ _ 4115 · nished house for ' 96-' 97 school
ADOPTION: Couple offers your
year, appliances, near Old Main.
348-8406 .
baby a future filled with love and
happiness. Call Debbie Collect
- - -- - - -- - - ·516
(618) 692-6300. (Barb/Bob).
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE.
4123
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
PATIOS, BALCONIES, AIR,
lF YOU DECIDE ADOPTION Is
best for you and your baby,
POOL, SUNDECK, CLOSE TO
L
CAMPUS. 24/ltA MAINTEplease consider us. oving,
NANCE. APPOINTMENT
_
345
devoted , secure couple with
6000
bea utifu I 5-year-o Id ad opted
daughter eagerly seek infant to
- - - - - -- ---'516
join their family. Continuing conVERY LARGE 2 BEDROOM apl
3 -4 people furnished. Garbage
tact, if you desire. Please contact
Rita and Jon through our
disposal, dishwasher, central air,
and decks 10. mo. lease Call 345Adoption Advocate, 1-800-8522363
4294, code #424681 .

0'"""""1R--e--e=,--. -c-A-=R"'"E_P
_,_R
,,,_O_F-=E-=-s-=-s1o~N -

Call after 3:30 pm. 345-3039

For Sale

p....

->"'

DIAMONDBACK TRAVERSE
MOUNTAIN BIKE, must sell. Call
348-1234
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/5
'91 SUZUKI SIDEKICK 4WD,
4DR, A/C, AM/FM CASS, 69,000

GO TRI-SIGMA g.reek sing.
band, tugs & pyramids! Ge
up for Greek Weeki
TO THE MEN OF SIGM
Have a nice Easter and I'll
you Monday night. Love, Q

Lost & Found
mi. $6,700.00. 345-5191
------~ 1 2

DELTA ZETA tugs. airb
greek sing: You're doing a te
job. Keep up the good work!

KEYS FOUND between 4th St.
and Lantz gym. Call 3018 to iden-

POOH STATION- ext
summer hours M-F 10-6, SaL
4. DON'T MISS OUR EAS
SALE, ends Saturday.

Announcements
tify.
-----~----4/8

CONGRATULATIONS TO
HICKMAN OF ASA on gettin
tiated into the Honorary O
Omega. Your sisters are v
proud of you.

GOV'T FORECLOSED homes for
pennies on $1. Delinquent Tax.
Repo's REO's. Your Area. Toll
Free (1) 800-898-9778 Ext. H·
2262
tor current
_ __
_ __listings.
_ ___415

ALPHA SIGMA ALPHASEE TH AT GREAT GRE
WEEK SPIRIT!

ATTENTION SENIORS: ORDER
PERSONALIZED GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS
AT
TOKENS. ONLY $39.95-FREE
PERSONAL MESSAGE-10DAY
DELIVERY-ORDER
TODAY!!!

HEATHER MCLEAN IS
don't know why, but she is.
AIRBAND GIRLS- cuttin'
She-Ra girls- TUG, TUG, TU
Altos and sopranos- a supre
mix Alpha Sigma Alpha- G
Week '96!1

~=----...,.,,.---.,...,..,-=--~g

TYPING- WILL TYPE ANYTHING
on short notice; flexible rates. Call
Bri any hour 345-6544.

419

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
PFEFFINGER!! THE GOL
YEARS ARE AHEAD! DON
WORRY 'BOUT IT! THE C
CUN BOYS!!

_M_E_N-'S
_
P_R_E~
~ -SEA~
SO_
N_S
__
O FT-

BALL TOURN. Apr. 19, 20, 21.
$100 + 2 softballs. USA Rules.
Deadline-Apr. 17. 345-3817, 3481541
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _415

Advertise in the Daily
News' Classified Section

PRE-LAW CLUB is offering a
prep course for the LSAT. The
course
runs Apri l 8-27.
Registration .Deadline is April 4th:
Call 581-6220 or 348-0428 for
more info.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _415

The Daily Eastern News
everyone enjoy Good Frida}<
Easter this weekend
Hope everyone have
Easter weekend

ARE YOU GOOD AT DRIVING
DRUNK? Test your skills, April
11th
in__
the 9th
lot.
_
_
_street
_ _parking
_ _.-415

a

DELTA CHIS- Have a great

s

ca

BSU EETING at 6 p.m. Tuesday Aph 9 in the Effingham r
Mandatory for PAID members to attend for nominations of new a
live officers. Elections will take place the following week.
GAMMA PHI Pl, Christian Women's Sorority, will have an infonna
at 8 p.m. Monday April 8 in the Cultural Center. For rides or info.
5544 or 2676. Come to meet the "Women of Courage & Boldness".
EPISCOPAL CAMPUS MINISTRY Good Friday Liturgy at noon
in the Newman chapel.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Good Friday Service at noon today
the University Ballroom.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Holy Vigil at 8 p.m. tonight at

Chapel.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Easter Sunday Mass at 11 a.
Sunday April 7, In the Coleman Auditorium. MQ 9· p.m. Ma11

Sunday.
NABJ STAFF member~ at 7 p.m., SUnday, April 7 In lhe
room. Wll dlacu8s new speaker mid fundraislng details.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA pledge meeting la cancelled Aprll 7 due to
lllllANUEL LUTHERAN CHURCH Good Friday Service at 7 p
tonight at the Chun:h.
WESLEY FOUNDATION LIGHlltOUSE closed tonight due to
Friday. Please plan to be here on April 12.

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY
any non-profit campys organjzatjonal event. All Clips should .be s
The Daily Eastern News offlcs by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEF
D'AtE OF' EVE!NT. Example: an e~nt schedliled for Thursday shou
sobfnitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wedneaday. (Thursday Is dee
for Friday, Saturday or 81.Jnday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEA
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may
edited tor available space.
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P.M. WTW0-2
6:00 Wheel Of Fortune
6:30 Inside Edttion
7:00 Unsolv. Myst.
7:30
8:00 Dateline NBC
8:30
9:00 Homicide: Ltte on
9:30 the Street
10:00 ews
Jay Leno
10:30

WCIA-3

WAND-7, 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-16, 9C

WILL-12

LIF-40

Fox-8 55

DSC-33

News
Ent. Tonight

News
Wheel of Fortune

SportsCenter
NHL Hockey

Wings

Fam1lv Matters
Newhart

Lehrer

Commish

Roseanne
Simpsons

Beyond2000
Next Step

Siff'Nye

Due South

Family Matters
Muppets Tonight!

Murder, She
Wrote

Hercules

Washington Week
Waff St. Week

Intimate Portratts

Sliders

Island of Iguana

GhostWrtter

Dia!Jiosis Murder

Allens in Fam.
Step By Step

Movie: Rosemary's
Baby

News

Paving The W«'f

MoWl:Mary ol
Nazareth

X-Files

84l¥OOd 2000

Bonanza

Nash Bridges

20/20

Baseball: WMe
Sox at Angels

Woman's Health

Star Trek: The Next
Generation

Wmgs

News
MCLaughlin GrOl4)

Final Justice

Cops

Next Step
Beyond2000

Sneak Previews
Movie

Wings

Baseball Tonight
ews
David Letterman

ews
Nighttine(10:35)

SportsCenter

6eing SerVed?
Movie

Unsolv. Myst.

WEIU-9 51
Carmen Sa!1dfegii
CardinalS et
Braves

Movie: Urban
Cowboy

SATURDAY
P.M. WTW0-2
6:00 Wheel ol Fortune
6:30 Inside Edition

7:00

WCIA-3

WAND-7, 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-16, 9C

WILL-12

LIF-40

Fox-8, 55

DSC-33

WEIU-9, 51

TBS-18

NCAA Bball Toum.

News
Wheel Of Fortune

SportsCenter
SpeedWeek

Movie: confd

Family Matters
Instant Riches

Lawrence Welk

Movie

Roseanne

Movie Magic
KnowZone

Tracks Ahead
..•Collectors Cars

Wrestling coni

Movie: The Sandlot

Auto Racing

Hercules

Great Drives

Cops

Eyes in the Sky

On the Waterways

Movie: Postscards
ITOm the Edge

Movie: Lawrence ol

Xena

Point

coni

Movie: One Good
Cop

.•• Most wanted

Arabia

.....
Alllldl

•

Coult

lbll:

fllrlrOIO.

.. .. ........ . " ..................

,....

. . . . "If'<:

Movie: Klllnerve

Kramer
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Doonesbury
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t Unpretentious
·teTookoffon
MAtrisk
ts Kind of cactus
t•Was
noncommittal
nOnagain
ti St. Paddy's Day
girt

t•Defraud
It Lime cooler
12 Baby seal

u Char1es, e.g.
14 Friars invitee

•Cautious one
~

10 words for $1 is available to any non-commercial indiwho wishes to sen an item or items priced lower than
'$300 (max. of 3 items). NO CHANGES OR REFUNDS. All
,lems must be priced. ALL ADS MUST BE PRE-PAID.
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41 Moves
leisurely
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14 Match, In a way
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official

notices

Ollicial Notices are paid for by
the Olllce of University Publications.
Questions concerning Notices
should be directed to the originator.
FINAL EXAM CHANGES
Students who have three final
examinations scheduled for one
day may change the date of one
of the final examinations with the
approval of the INSTRUCTOR.
Requests for changes for medical
or personal emergencies may
also be considered. In cases not
resolved between the student
and the Instructor, the Dean,
·Enrollment Management, Room
116 Old Main, will seek resolution. Students are discouraged
from requesting Instructors to
deviate from the published examination schedule. Reasons of personal convenience such as work,
transportation arrangements or
vacation plans, do not constitute
grooods for approval of examination change requests.-Frank
Hohengarten, Dean, Enrollment
Management

Aid Advisor
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
AWARD NOMINATIONS
Nominations are currently being
requested for the EIU Alumni
Association Awards which will be

MON
Illy&, 1996

TUE

WED

THU

111¥7, 1996

Mly8, 1996

Mly9, 1996

M900 (9:00 am)

M800 (8:00 am)

T 800 (8:00 am)

T 900 (9:00 am)
T 930 (9:30 am)

8:00-10:00

FRI
Mlly 10, 1996

10:15-12:15

T1100(11:00am) M1100 (11:00 am)

M1000(10:<l0am) makeup/arranged .

2.

M1300 (1 :QO pm)

M1200 (noon)

makeup/arranged

T 1200 (Noon)
T 1230 (12:30 pm)

M1400 (2:00 pm)

M1500 (3:00pm)
R1600 (4:00pm)
R 1700 (5:00 pm)

T 1300 (1:00,pm)

T 1400 (2:00 pm)

2:45-4:45

T 1500 !3:00 pm!
T 1530 3:30 pm

5:15-7:15

M1600 (4:00 pm)
M1700 (5:00 pm)

T 1800 (4:00 pm)
T 1700 (5:00 pm)
makeup/arranged

w1600 (4:00 pm)
w1700 (5:00 pm)

T 1800 (6:00 pm)
T 1900 (7:00 pm)

w1800 (6:00 pm)

M1800 (6:00 pm)

-~

makeup/arranged

4.

5.

6.
7.

~arranged

~
.

STEVENS INDUSTRIES AWARD
Applications are now being
accepted for the Stevens
Industries Award available to all
students from Effingham, Clay,
Cumberland, Fayette, Jasper and
Shelby County. The student must
be in good academic standing
with an overall GPA of -2. 75 and
must demonstrate financial need.
Students with a declared major in
Industrial Technol ogy wt.II be
given preference. Students having a declared major in any of the
business disciplines will be given
second preference. Interested
applicants may pick up an application form i n the School of
Technology Office or by calling
581-2824. Application deadline
April 26.-Karla J . Evans,
Assistant
Director
of
Development
MINORITY TEACHER OF
ILLINOIS SCHOLARSHIP
Minority Teacher of Illinois
Applications for 1996/97 have
been received. To be eligible for
the scholarship, you must: be a
U.S. citizen or eligible non-citizen;
a legal resident of the state of
Illinois; a mi nority student
enrolled on a full time basis at the
sophomore level or above; have
a GPA of at least 2.5; enrolled as
an undergraduate In a "Teacher
Education Program"; meet

Satisfactory Academic Pr
of the school where you
enrolled; are not in default;
not been awarded the P
Douglas Teacher Schola
Illinois Special Education li
Scholarship, or David A.
Teacher Shortage Scholal8hl!I
the same year in which you
apJ!lying; or have not r
baccal a ureate
de
Applications may be picked
the Financial Aid Office, L
East Wing , Students Ssrv
Building. Scholarship ap
tlons must be received by I
no later than · August
1996.-Beverly Miller, Fin

Aid Advisor
PERKINSINDSL BORROW
If you are graduating or do
plan to be at least a half-time
dent at EIU next semester,
mandatory to complete an
interview. Failure to do so
result in a COMPLETE H
being .Placed on your Uni
record. Interviews will be

the Collection Office, South
Old Main, Cashier's ent
April 9, Aprll 11, & Aprll 15,
CALL 581-3715 TO SCHE
YOUR
EXIT
INTERVI
APPOI NTMENT. -Ma r
Schwennan, CollectiOO S

Ill

Final examinatipns f.re se~ilect~~ttrf ,Iasis of tt1e rll'St claas tiouc meeting of the week irrespeclive
whether the first hour is classroom or laborat6ry activity.
Final examinations for multiple-hour classes are scheduled on the basis of the first hour of the multipl

block.

3.

mak81J!)'ananged

12:30-2:30

7:30-9:30

~

makeup/arranged

make~ ananged

T 1000 (10:00 am)

EDGAR COUNTY
SCHOLARSHIP
Applications are now bei ng
accepted for the Edgar County
Lord Scholarship. This scholarship Is available to any student
who graduated from one of the
high schools in Edgar County
(Paris,
Shiloh,
Kansas,
Chrisman). The applicant must
be In good academic standing
and must be able to demonstrate
financial need. Applications may
be received by calling 581-2824.
Deadline for completed application forms is April 26, 1996.-Karta
J . Evans, Assistant Director of
Development

TAP TEST
The TAP (Tests of Achievement
and Proficiency) test will be given
on Saturday, March 2 , 1996.
Passing scores on the TAP are
required for University Approval
to Take Teacher Education
Courses. Registration: Register
for the TAP (with photo ID) at the
Test Registration Booth in the
Union at least seven (7) days
prior to the test date. The fee
($15 for first administration, $10
for retakes) will be billed to the
studenrs university account. For
special accommodations or additional information, contact Testing
Services 581-5986.-Mary Ellen
Varble, Chair, Student Teaching
Dept.

.. ~ FINAL etAMINirlltll SCtj{t>,ULE SPRING 1996
FINAL
llllEIDAY

STEPHENSON COLE
SCHOLARSHIP
Application s are now bei ng
accepted for the Walter & Lola
Stephenson Cole Scholarship.
This scholarship is available to
any student who graduated from
Marshall High School. Financial
need must be demonstrated.
Applications may be received by
calling 581-2824. Deadline for
completed application forms Is
April 26, 1996.-Karta J. Evans,
Assistant
Director
of
Development

presented during Homecoming
Weekend, October 19-20, 1996.
Anyone may nominate a fonner
Eastern student for an award.
Nomination forms can be picked
up at any dean's office or the
Alumni Services Office (Linder
House). There are three categories: Distinguished Alumnus
Award, Alumni Service Award,
and Outstanding Young Ah.mnus
Award. Specific criteria for these
categories accompanies the nomination forms. Completed forms
must be submitted to the Alumni
Services Office by June 3.-Char
Anderson , Assistant Director of
Alumni Relations

DAVID A. DEBOLT
SCHOLARSHIP
Applications for the 1996-97
David A . DeBolt Teacher
Shortage Scholarship have been
received and may be picked up in
the Lower E-Wing, Student
Services. To be eligible you must
meet the following: a U.S. Citizen
or eligible non-citizens; a legal
resident of the State of Illinois;
enrolled on at least a half-time
basis as an undergraduate at the
sophomore level or above in a
"Teacher Education Program•, or
as a graduate seeking Initi al
teacher certification; meet the
Satisfactory Academic Progress
Polley of the school at which you
are enrolled; are not in default;
have not been awarded a Paul
Douglas Teacher Scholarship, a
Minority Teacher of Illinois
Scholarship, or an Illinois Special
Education Teacher Scholarship,
for the same academic period for
which you are applying . The
Free Application for Federal
Student Aid must be completed.
Deadline for application Is May 1,
1996.-Beverty Miller, Financial

8.
9.

R 1800 (6:00pm)
R 1900 (7:00 pm)

AM-, T-, W-, or R- prefix indicates whether the first class day of the week is Monday, Tuesday, Wednescfa't
Thursday. For example, M -800 indicates lhe scheduled time for the final examination in a class having its
class hour meeting of the week at BOO on Monday, R 1900 is a class having its first class hour meeting of
week at 1900 on Thursday, etc.
•
Final examination periods indicated in the above schedule as "makeup/arranged" are to be used only in casee
where:
a The first class hour 1!1991ing of the week does not confonn to one of these schedt.M patterns;
b. The meeting time of Jtie class appears in the Semester Class Schedule as MARA";
c. A student obtains an approved examination change.
Final examinations in one semester hour courses may be given at the discretion of the instructor and, Hgivan,
should be scheduled for the last regular class meeting of the term.
•
Final examinations in courses numbered 4750 or above may be given 81 the discretion of the instructor and, I
given, are to conform to the schedule patterns established herein.
Final examinations are to be given in all courses unless specificaly exempted under the pnMsions of #5 and'or
16 above, or bot departmental recominendation.
.
•
•
Students may not deviate from the published final examination schedule without prior approval of the i
in accordance with guidelines monitored bot the Vice President for Academic Affairs.
•
Instructors may not deviate from the pimlished final examination schedule without written approval ol the
Department Chair and the Dean of lh9 College in accordance with guidelines monitored bot the Vice Presi<lalj
for Academic Affairs.
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•We Separate and Fold Your Coads
-Quick Turnaround Service
-Full Service Cleaners
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• Professionally Written
• Cover Letters/Presentation Folders
• Update Old Resumes/Create New Resumes
•fyping, Copying and Finishing Services
· • Professional Association of Resume Writers

The Career Connection • 348-8030

